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ABSTRACT - continued 

360 implementation. Extensions, In addition to the files. 
Include'operation of the special terminal hardware of the 
1500, primarily the CRT and the film Image projector.! 
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A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE \ 1500 

UPA1500) 

ABSTRACT 

This document describes the implementation of APL (A Programming 

Language) for the IBM 1500 Instructional System. It is a revision of 

the original User's Guide supplied with the first release of the APL System 

for the 1500. 

This revised document incorporates a number of extensions to the 

implementation of APL, particularly tne inclusion of the light pen and 

file handling capabilities. The file items are variable-length, index 

sequential, randomly accessable, and can be any arbitrary APL array 

(characters or numbers as a scalar, vector or matrix). The full APL 

is implemented on the 1500 system with only minor restrictions, primarily 

relating to the smaller size of the workspace as compared to the IBM 360 

implementation. Extensions, in addition to the files, include operation 

of the special terminal hardware of the 1500, primarily the CRT and the 

film image projector. 
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INTP DUCTION 

System features 

^^1500 ^asec* uPon the language first defined by 

LtwiLTü in 7u---r?§^^ng (John wiley* 1962). It is 
further based on the IBM/360 implementation of APL, /iPMseo, 4PA1500 
is an interpretative time-sharing system that builds upon the array 
operations and structural integrity of APL to provide a system 
with the following salient characteristics: 

Simple, uniform rules of syntax. 

Use of common symbols for ordinary arithmetic operations 

Free-form decimal input 

A large set of primitive operators 

Use of defined functions (programs) with the same facility 
and syntactic variety as primitive operators 

keywords 1ate"eXeCUtÍOn complete1y free of unnecessary 

A comprehensive, integrated set of system commands for 
managing workspaces and other essential functions 

Ability to dynamically manipulate large data bases 

Three levels of security; account numbers, workspaces, and 
programs can be individually locked against use or display 

A built-in plot routine 

Ability to have CRT and typewriter devices as a single 
instructional station 

Visual fidelity between hard copy and transmitted entries, 
which ensures reproducibility of results 

Succinct diagnostic reports 

8.» 
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i4P¿\1500 is a conversational mui ti-terminal system that was 
developed at the CRIS Center of SRA, It was written as a stand-alone 
program to replace the MAT package provided with the IBM/1500 system. 
Its purpose is to combine the simplicity, power, and conciseness of 
the j4PL\360 system with the special hardware features of the 1500 -- 
the CRT display unit and the film projector unit. The -4PZA1500 system 
supports up to 32 terminals. Minimum configuration: 

32K 1130 (or 1800) CPU; 

1502 Display Control Unit; 

2310 Disk Drive; 

1132 (or 1443) Printer; 

1442 Card Read-Punch; 

1518 Typewriters and/or 1510 CRTs with keyboard; and 
optionally 1512 Film Projectors, and/or 1510 light pens. 

APIM500 is now running on IBM/1130 and IBM/1800 based 1500 
Systems. Furthermore, the same dPZAisoo System will run on either 
the IBM/1800 or IBM/1130 with no modifications. CPU usage will be 
approximately 30 percent higher with an IBM/1130 based system than on 
an IBM/1800 based system with equal core storage cycle times due to 
hardware considerations. 

Average reaction time of an IBM/1800 based system (i.e., time 
to respond to trivial requests from a terminal) with 12 stations in 
immediate execution mode is generally less than one second. With light 
function execution usage, most such responses are essentially instantan¬ 
eous; when heavily loaded, there are occasional delays of as much as 
six seconds. 

The time for serving non-trivial requests naturally varies 
according to the extent to which the CPU must be shared during the com¬ 
putation. Because the primitive operations of API are defined on arrays, 
relatively little interpretive overhead is needed for many large com¬ 
putations, and the actual CPU time used for a typical immediate execu¬ 
tion mode computation may run from 10 to 30 times that for efficiently 
compiled code; but the overall efficienty is likely to be comparable, 
if not superior, to batch processing in many applications if the usual 
compiling and loading times for batch work are taken into account. If 
debugging time is included, the advantage of interpretive APL becomes 
even greater. 
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PART I 

GAINING ACCESS 

th* ?f describes the characteristics of 
h^i-w«Pí^íh00 teri![U-nfls * t*16 establishment of a connection 
between the terminal and the central computer, and the 
procedures for starting a work session. 

TERMINAL DEVICES 

Each terminal may be comprised of an IBM 1518 Typewriter 
or an IBM 1510 CRT with Keyboard, or both. In addition* the 
terminal configuration may include an IBM 1512 Film 
Projector and an IBM 1510 Light Pen. 

IBM lëlfi XXggy&ITER: 
coi JSf3* tyPfwrit?r should be equipped with an IBM Standard 
Selectric APL printing element; part number 1167987. The 
standard line width is 120 characters. When the system is 
waiting for input, the light on tjie typewriter keyboard will 
be on and the keyboard will be unlocked. The typewriter 
flUXfifil is defined as the position, merked by the location of 
the typeball, where the next character typed will be 
pjrintöQe 

IBM 1510 CRT yiTH KEYBOARD: 
The CRT screen is composed of 16 lines of 40 characters 

,.ïh® sixteenth line is reserved for messaaes 
transmitted between terminals. During display, if the 
output is incomplete at the bottom of the CRT screen, the 
output is halted and the system will wait for any key press 

mu C™inUe the d^sPlay starting at the top of the screen. 
The CRT rmrÃPí is defined as the position, parked by a 
dotted box, where the next character typed will be 
displayed. When the system is waiting for input, the cursor 
position is displayed. ” 

1BU 1512 IJItM PROJECTOR: 
« fu6 Pr°jec"tor is an output device only, and allows 

of.any one of 1022 frames Q* film- See IBM 
15 -0 Film Preparation Guide for a complete description. 

IBM J51P IJJSÖJ PEN: 
light pen is an input device only, and allows for 

the selection of the row and column coordinates of any 
character on the CRT screen. T T ^ 
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THE APLMSOO KEYBOARD AND CHARACTER SET 

The numerals, alphabetic characters, and punctuation 
marks appear in their usual places on the keyboard. The 
letters are displayed as upper-case italics, but are 
produced only when the keyboard is in the lower case 
position (i.e. not shifted). The special characters are 
generally produced with the keyboard shifted. The APZA1500 
keyboard i« shown in figure 1. 
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INDEX 

ON 

OFF 

ENTRIES FROM THE KEYBOARD 

Normal communication betwp^n a j 

rr,es^r thr"eyíoa%d'e::í'^ 
completes Its work Tk. aní un,ocks «her. the computer 

¿"rofcthenmê«nrandí„ ?üd st*'?vhe î°<ü«tian 
the RETURM^p! *!i.i ‘he remainder of this manual 

requ I re™?or "py entry?* b* ,Cl t,k ment,°^' 

the 
the need for 
since It is 

tfiSlãlSSS : 
Errors 

completes an 
In typing can 
entry: 

be corrected before the RETURN key 

kêv BaTM«aS?iî°kthe p?lnt of *rror and ‘han depress the INDEX 
rlli, Thi5 "’l1 have the effect of deleting everythin! to rh. 

a"d Including, the posltlonof ?íecursSf. íhe 
correct." text can be continued from that point, onihe let 

continued ïr^ tÎat ZZ. eraSed'. En‘rk ‘an then be 

i Each entry Is Intemr^rAri a~.x.s k 
regardless of the time sequence In ^“^th^haía^t",1«.^^: 



CQQttQUatiQQ 
If entries are longer than a single line, they may be 

continued on the next line by simultaneously depressing the ALT 
CODE key and the RETURN key. The cursor will be positioned on 
the next line at the left margin. Errors on a line ended with a 
continuation can not be corrected, 

UndfitssQred aishabsE 
The APL alphabet consists of the letters A thru Z. The 

underscored letters can be formed in either of two ways : 

1. Overstrike the letter with an underscore (up-shifted F). 
* i 

2. Hold down the ALT CODE key and depress the desired 
letter. This operation will automatically result in the 
underscored letter. 

I » 
ÂttfiQtlQQ 

Attention is obtained by holding down the ALT CODE key and 
striking the INDEX key. This operation has two effects: 

1. If the terminal is signed off, the attention signal will 
initially establish communication between the terminal and 
the central computer. The keyboard will unlock and the 
system will be ready to accept input from the user. If the 
sign-on is not completed in 60 seconds the input will be 
ignored and the sign-on must be re-accomplished. 

2. If the terminal is already signed on, the attention 
signal will stop execution or output in progress. If the 
system is waiting for input, the attention signal will have 
no effect. See Part 2 for a further explanation of 
attention. 

STARTING A WORK SESSION 

Each user of the system is assigned an açsgunt number. 
This number is used to effect the sign-on that initiates a work 
session and is used to identify the work that the user may store 
in the system between work sessions. 

The following is a description of the sign-on command which 
is entered after A££sD.tifiD has been signaled. 

SXAfiX A WORK SESSION: )nnnnnn 
Enter a right parenthesis followed by an account number and, 
if required, a key (i.e. a colon and a password). The use of 
passwords as locks and keys is described in Part 2. 



EftfiSí: 
A workspace will be activated for the teminal and the 
accumulation of time charges will begin. A workspace 
can be thought of as both a notebook and a scratch pad. 
The details are explained in Part 2. 

BfiSEÖÖSSi 
1. The port number, user name associated with the 
account number, date, and time of day will be displayed. 

2. The system identification 'j4PL \ 1 500' will be 
displayed. 

lEQUble reports: 
NUMBER NOT FOUND 
Either no such number has been assigned or the number 
has a lock associated with it and the wrong key was 
used. The APL operator should be consulted if heln is 
required. 

INCORRECT COMMAND 
The form of the transmitted command was faulty. 

TIME AND DATE NOT SET 
The first user to sign on has not yet set the time and 
date. 

If you are the first user to sign on, then you must set the 
time and date. See Part 2 for a description of the commands 
used to set the time and date. 

Once the sign-on is accomplished, a work session is started, 
and the full APL system becomes available. 

5 
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PART 2 

SYSTEM COMMANDS 

APL operations deal with transformations of abstract objects, 
such as numbers and symbols, whose practical significance, as is 
usual in mathematics, depends on the (arbitrary) interpretation 
placed upon them. System CSffiffiânds in the APL\1500 System, on the 
other hand, have as their subject the structures which comprise 
the system, and control functions and information relating to the 
state of the system, and therefore have an immediate practical 
significance independent of any interpretation by the user. 

This section describes the structure of the /IPZAISOO system, 
introduces the various notations essential to the understandina 
of system commands, and describes the complete set of system 
commands in detail. 

WORKSPACES AND LIBRARIES 

Workspaces 
The common organizational unit in the ¿PZAISOO system is the 

workspace. When in use, a workspace is said to be active and 
occupies a block of working storage in the central computerT- The 
size of the block, which is preset at a fixed value, determines 
the combined working area and storage capacity of each workspace 
in the system. Part of each workspace is set aside to serve the 
internal workings of the system, and the remainder is used, as 
required, for storing items of information and for containing 
transient information generated in the course of a computation. 

An active workspace is always associated with a terminal 
during a work session, and all transactions with the system are 
mediated by it. In particular, the names of variables (data 
items) and defined fUDCiicns (programs) used In calculations 
always refer to objects known by those names in the active 
workspace; information on the progress of program execution is 
maintained in the efefe indicator of the active workspace; and 
control information affecting the form of output is held within 
the active workspace. 

Libraries 
Inactive workspaces are stored in libraries. They occupy 

space in secondary storage (disks) and cannot be manipulated 
directly. When required, copies of stored workspaces can be made 
active, or selected information may be copied from them into an 
active workspace. 

6 



Libraries are associated with individual users of the system, 
and are identified by the user's account number. Access to them 
is restricted in that one user may not store workspaces in 
another person's library. However, one user may activate a copy 
of another user's workspace if he knows the library number and 
the key (if one is required). 

NAMES 

Names of functions and variables may be any single alphabetic 
character (A to Z, and 4 to 2). 

The environment in which APL operations take place is bounded 
by the active workspace. Hence, the same name may be used to 
designate different objects (i.e., functions or variables) in 
different workspaces, without interference. However, the objects 
within a workspace must have distinct names, except as explained 
below. 

Local and dobai signilicaoco 
In the execution of defined functions it is often necessary 

to work with intermediate results which have no significance 
either before or after the function is used. To avoid cluttering 
the workspace with a multitude of variables introduced for such 
transient purposes, and to allow greater freedom in the choice of 
names, the function definition process (s§e Part 3) provides a 
facility for designating certain variables as isçal to the 
function being defined. Variables not so designated, and all 
functions, are said to be global* 

A local variable may have the same name as a global object, 
and any number of variables local to different functions may have 
the same name. 

During the execution of a defined function, a local variable 
will supersede a function or global variable of the same name, 
temporarily excluding it from use. If the execution of a 
function is interrupted (leaving it either suspgndgd or pendant, 
see Part 3), the local variables retain their dominant position 
during the execution of subsequent APL operations, until such 
time as the hailed function is completed. System commands, 
however, continue to reference the global homonyms of local 
variables under these circumstances. 

7 



LOCKS AND KEYS o 
Stored workspaces and the Information they hold can be 

protected againpt unauthorized use by associating a Iflcfc, 
comprising a colon and a fiâSStfQld of the user's choice, with the 
workspace, when the workspace Is stored. In order to activate a 
locked workspace or copy any Information It contains, a colon and 
the password must again be used, as a JsfiY. 

Account numbers can be similarly protected by locks and keys, 
thus maintaining the security of a user's private library and 
avoiding unauthorized charges against his account. 

Passwords for locks and keys may be formed of any sequence of 
characters up to six characters long, without blanks or colons. 
Characters beyond the sixth are ignored. In use as either a lock 
or key, a password Is set off by a preceding colon. 

ATTENTION 

Printed output at a terminal can be cut off, or the execution 
of an API operation can be interrupted, and control returned to the 
user, by means of an ailfiDilQD Signal. Attention is obtained by- 
holding down the ALT CODE key and pressing the INDEX key. 

Following an attention signal the keyboard will unl< k, and 
the cursor will return to the normal position for input (two spaces 
from the left margin). In some cases a line will be printed before 
the keyboard unlocks, telling where a function in progress was 
interrupted. 

The execution of system commands, once entered, cannot be 
interrupted. However, the printed responses or trouble reports 
following a system command can be suppressed by a properly timed 
attention signal. 

USE OF SYSTEM COMMANDS 

System commands and APL operations are distinguished 
fUDCJtisQâllY by the fact that system commands can be called for 
only by individual entries from the keyboard, and cannot be 
executed dynamically as part of a defined function. They are 
distinguished In £qiqj by the requirement that system commands be 
prefixed by a right parenthesis, which Is a syntactically invalid 
construction In APL. 

It may be desirable to perform dynamically some system 
control, and to use some Items of system information during the 
execution of a program. For these purposes APLVisoo provides 
appropriate mifi(D=deBfiDdfiQl fUQCÜQDS/ which can be used like 
other APL operations. These functions are described In Part 3. 
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System commands are conveniently grouped into six classes 
with regard to their effect upon the state of the system. The 
summary table of commands and the descriptive text associated 
with them are based upon this classification: 

1. Zeimioal ccntlQl commands affect the relation of the 
terminal to the system. 

2. ÜQtlsSBäce CQDtrol commands affect the state of the 
active workspace. 

3. Library control commands affect the state of the user's 
stored library. 

4. Inauiry commands provide information without affecting 
the state of the system. 

5. Communication commands effect the transmission of 
messages among terminals. 

6. System Start up commands must be executed by the first 
signed-on user in order to fully activate APLMSOO. These 
become privileged (inactive to all but the ^system operator) 
after they have been executed. 

Any entry starting with a right parenthesis will be 
interpreted by the system as a system command. When the command 
is successfully executed, the normal rasponse, if any, will be 
printed. 

If, for any reason, a command cannot be executed, an 
appropriate trouble report (error report) will be printed. The 
most common report is INCORRECT COMMAND. This means that the 
command was incomplete, misspelled, modified incorrectly, or 
otherwise malformed. If the time and dfitg have not yet been 
set, the system will reject all attempted system commands except 
the first sign-on; in this case the report TIME AND DATE NOT SET 
will be given. 

Where the command name is more than four characters long, 
only the first four are significant. The others are included 
for mnemonic reasons, and may be dropped or replaced as desired. 
For example, ) CLEAR, )CLEA, ) CLEANSE, etc,, are all equivalent. 
In general, the elements of a command must be separated by one 
or more spaces. Spaces are not required immediately following 
the right parenthesis, or on either side of the colon used with 
passwords, but can be used without harm. 
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TERMINAL CONTROL COMMANDS 

There Is one command for starting a work session and one 
command for ending It. The starting command has been described In 
Part 1. 

A work session can be stopped remotely, from a privileged 
user's terminal, in an action known as a bfiUDCS* The bounce may be 
used when a terminal is required for a spjciai purpose, or to clear 
the system of all users before stopping the APLMSOO operation 
completely. The bounce performs as )OFF. 

if a work session Is ended because of a failure of the central 
computer, the active workspace is not stored. 

Elapsed time, latency, and time of day, given as a system 
response, are always In hours, minutes, and seconds; two digits for 
each, separated by colons. A date response Is given as month, day, 
and year; two digits for each, separated by slashes. Clock hours 
are counted continuously from midnight of the indicated day, and If 
the system runs past midnight It is possible to have time readings 
above 24 hours. For example, 34:22:00 10/01/68 would be 22 minutes 
past 10 AM on October 2, 1968. 

SIÂBI A WQBK SESSION: 
This is the SigQlSQ described in Part 1. 

m A WQBK SESS1QN. )OFF 
Enter )0FF optionally followed by a colo.i and a password. 
Passwords longer than 6 characters are accepted but only the 
first 6 are meaningful. Spaces around the colon are neutral. 

. ÊfffiSi: 
1. The currently active workspace will vanish. There is 
no effect on any stored workspace. 

2. The duration of the work session, the user Input 
latency, and the amount of computer time used will be 
noted internally for later accounting. 

3. The password, if used, will become a new lock on the 
account number. Once applied, a lock stays In effect 
until explicitly changed by an )OFF command that contains 
a colon. An existing lock is removed if no password 
follows the colon. 

BfiiRSQSfi: 
1. The port number, date, and time of.% (lay will be 
printed on one line. 

12 
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2. Accounting Information will be printed on three lines 
giving terminal connect time, user input latency, and' 
centrei computer time. Input latency is defined as the 
total time the keyboard was unlocked and waiting for 
input. The time used In this session and cumulative time 
since the last accounting are given In the standard 
format. 

ï 
WORKSPACE CONTROL COMMANDS 

The commands In this class can replace the active workspace 
with a clear one, or with a copy of a stored workspace; bring 
together. In the active workspace, information from many stored 
workspaces; remove unwanted objects from the active workspace; 
remove all levels of suspension; and set controls governing certain 
operations. The commands In this class affect QQly the active 
workspace. 

The usefulness of a terminal system is enhanced by the 
availability of many different collections of functions and 
variables, each of which is organized to satisfy the computational 
needs of some area of work such as standard statistical 
calculations, exercises for teaching a subject, complex arithmetic, \ 
business accounting, simulations, etc. The workspace-centered 
organization of APLM500 lends itself to such packaging, because 
each collection moves as a unit when the workspace containing it is 
stored or activated. 

r 

The CQßy commands provide a convenient way to assemble 
packages from components in different workspaces. Information 
entered or developed within one workspace can be made available 
within another by means of the espy and filöifiCliDßzfiößy commands, 
which reproduce, within the active workspace, objects from a stored 
workspace. These are two sets of parallel commands which differ 
only in their treatment of an object in the active workspace which 
has the same name as an object being reproduced: the copy commands 
will replace the existing object, whereas the protecting-copy 
commands will not make the replacement. 

A copy command of either type can be applied to an entire 
workspace or to a single object (l.e., a function or variable). 
When an entire workspace is copied, all the functions and global 
variables within it are subject to the operation, but its index 
origin and output control settings, state Indicator, and local 
variables are left behind. Either copy command may copy a single 
object and change Its name In the active workspace. 

13 
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_ * ' COMI 
HOTES* 1. The term wa.Í4 (watíiaEftÇft identification) i8 U8ed here 

to mean a library number (account number). When the wsid 
is omitted, the reference is to the user's library. 

2. A key is a colon followed by a password. 

3. The system response, INCORRECT COMMAND, may occur for 
any system command. This means that the command was 
incomplete, misspelled, modified incorrectly, or 
otherwise malformed. 

AGIIUm A CüS&a ttQBK&EACBs )CLEAR 
Enter ) CLEAR 
This command is used to make a fresh start, discarding whatever 
is in the active workspace. 

Effect: 
A clear workspace will be activated, replacing the 
presently active workspace. A clear workspace has no 
variables or defined functions. Its control settings 
are* index origin, 1? significant digits, 6? line width, 
120 on the typewriter and 40 on the CRT; maximum input 
latency, 32767. Its workspace identification does not 
match that of any stored workspace. 

Response * 
None. 

CLEAR THE SZAZE ZKDZCAZQB* )PURGE 
Enter )PURGB 

— Effect* 
The state indicator is cleared (s§e )SI command). 

Response* 
None. 

ACTIVATE A COPY OP A STQBED JKtò£Sf&££ )L0AD 
Enter )L0AD optionally followed by a space and a wsid (with the 
key, if required). This command may be used to obtain the use 
of «my workspace whose identification (and password) is known. 
If the wsid is omitted, the user's workspace is assumed. 

Effect* 
A copy of the designated workspace will be activated, 
replacing the presently active workspace. 

■Response* 
SAVED, followed by the date and time of day that the 
source workspace was last stored. 

14 
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IlQUblfi IfiCSrís: 
HUMBER EOT FOUND 
There ¡Is no library for the entered number. 

' ; 
VS HOT\POUND 
There Is no stored workspace with the given 
Identification/ the key was omitted when one was 
required/ or the wrong key was used. 

PACK ERROR 
The disk pack containing the referenced library was not 
mounted and ready. 

£Q£Ï A GLOBAL GBJECI EBQM A SIQBED WQBKBBAGL: )COPY 
Enter )COPY followed by a space/ a wsld (with the key. If 
required)/ a space/ and the name of the object to be copied; 
then/ optionally/ a space and the new name the object Is to 
have in the active workspace. A global object may be a 
function or global variable. 

EffflCL: 
1. The global homonym In the active workspace will be 
erased. 

✓ 

./ 

2. A copy of the designated object will appear in the 
active workspace with global significance. 

Bfi&BQQSfi: 
saved, followed by the date and the time of day the 
source workspace was last stored. 

IlfiUblS rSBQIis: 
NUMBER NOT POUND 
Sfifl )LOAD 

VS NOT POUND 
SfiC )LOAD 

PACK ERROR 
Sgg )LOAD 

OBJECT NOT POUND 

The designated workspace does not contain a global object 
with the given name. 

NOT COPIEDi 

The listed object was not copied because the active 
workspace was full or the state Indicator was not clear. 

VS PULL ERROR . 
The active workspace could not contain all the material 
requested. If copied at all/ a variable or function will 
be copied completely. 

15 
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MEÏ ALL GIQIAL QB¿taíS EBQM ô SIQBEB WQBËBEAÇL: 
Enter )COPp followed by a space/ and a wsld 
required).' 

Effect: 
1. AH global homonyms in the active 
erased. 

)COPl, — 
(with the key/ if 

workspace will be 

2. A copy of all functions and global variables In the 
source workspace will appear in the active workspace with 
global significance. Local variables/ the state 
indicator/ and settings for origin/ significant digits/ 
and width will not be copied. 

Beegonsg: 
SAVED, followed by the date and the time of day the 
source workspace was last stored. 

IlQyble reports: 
NUMBER NOT POUND 
£££ )LOAD 

WS NOT FOUND 
£££ )LOAD 

PACK ERROR 
2£g )LOAD 

NOT COPIED: 
The listed objects were not copied because the state 
indicator was not clear/ or the active workspace function 
file or data storage area was full. 

WS FULL ERROR 
The active workspace could not contain all the material 
requested. If copied at all/ a variable or function will 
be copied completely. 

£Q£X A GLOBAL QS*!EÇI EBQM A SIQßED WQEKSEAÇI/ fBQÏEQIiBG IHE 
ÔCIIYI WORKSPACE: )PCOPï 

Enter )PCOPï followed by a space/ a wsld (with the key/ If 
required)/ a space, and the name of the object to be copied; 
then, optionally, a space and the new name the object is to 
have in the active workspace. 

Eff: 
A copy of the designated object will appear In the active 
workspace unless there is an existing global homonym. 

Bfisponse: . 
SAVED, followed by the date and the time of day the 
source workspace was last stored. 

16 



Iifiublfi isßöris: 
NUMBEfi NOT FOUND 
¿fifi )10AD ! 

NS NOT FOU Nit 
¿fifi )LOAD 

PACK ERROR 
¿fifi )LOAD 

OBJECT NOT FOUND 

The designated workspace does not contain a global object 
■ with the given name. 

NOT COPIED : 
The fisted object was not copied because the active 
workspace was full, the state indicator was not clear, or 
there was a global homonym in the active workspace. 

VS FULL ERROR 
¿fifi )COPI 

fifijï ALL GLOBAL QfidEGIS EBQM A SIQBLD WQBKSEAGE, EBQIECIiMG ItiZ 
ÃGim WQBKBEAêL: )PC0PX 

Enter )PCOPï followed by a space and a wsld (with a key, if 
required). 

EfffifiL 
A copy of all global objects In the source workspace 
which do not have global homonyms in the active workspace 
will appear in the active workspace. 

BfifififiDSfi: 
SAVED, followed by the date and the time of day the 
source workspace was last stored. 

IlfiUklfi ISCfiULfi: 
NUMBER NOT FOUND 
¿fifi )LOAD 

VS NOT FOUND 

¿fifi )LOAD 

PACK ERROR 
¿fifi )LOAD 

NOT COPIED : 
The listed objects were not copied because the state 
indicator was not clear, the active workspace function 
file or data storage area was full, or the>e*were global 
homonyms In the active workspace. 

VS FULL ERROR 
¿fifi )COPX 

17 



£Bâî£ SlQBAk ng^EçiS: )snASB , 

objects^to^be de°èied!dseparatedPbr spaces^ ihTris^he'0^' 
removê fu^UonI?bal varlab,es and the "»»» convenient waynto 

£££££]; : 
Named objects having 
expunged. Names which 
will be Ignored. 

Bgsgonne: 
None. 

global significance will be 
do not refer to global objects 

IlSyble regort: 
NOT ERASEDi 

The listed functions were 
Indicator was not clear. not erased because the state 

o 

SEI i^Eï QBlSia ESB âEB4ï SEEMIiSüS: )omoin 

i" and în ln Pa?l ?" y 3 SPaC* and a 0 or ^ See also 

E f fcc t! 

ne“,a-^ca{Sd-ndW^^„r-e 
í;í”:dapande"‘ APL operations wl 11 b.^?"Îrï“eîî 
3 feeted. Index origin Is more fully explained In pÜrt 

Besgonse: 
WAS, followed by the former origin. 

SE! BfBIBUM BIBIB £2B M SUIBUI use: width 

and Í2Ó ?™1usí?],OW?? blhl ,5pa=V"d an lnteeer between 20 
width will be «rto ío îï%i2PUÎ.d#Vice ls a CRT- the line 
10. see also ffis and «6 ín p^rt"??^ Va Ue '* ®reater than 

£ff§£t: 
Subsequent output of all 
width no greater than 

kind: lwM1 be 1 lm,ted to a 1 I ne 

This command will noi'a^ct"™ r °f ,ndlcatad- the length of input lines. 
Rgsgonse: 

WAS, followed by the former maximum width. 

SE! JÖBJÍSBUISím B1SÍIS IS syiEUl: mairs. 
anier iDI^ITSt followed by a space and an lnteeer 
and 6 Inclusive. See also fflg and i29 In Part 3? between 1 
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££fefi£: 
Subsequent output of numbers will show no greater number 
of significant digits than indicated. This command has 
no effect on either input or the precision of internal 
calculations, which is approximately 7 decimal digits. 

Response : 
VAS0 followed by the former maximum. 

SEI lüEHTIEICÄTIQH QE ÔCXIYE ttQBBSE&CS IQ THAT QF STORED 
WQBKSEACE » )WSID 

Enter WSID 

Effect: 
The identification of the user's active workspace is made 
to match that of the user's stored workspace, if one 
exists. The effect of this command is to override the 
NOT SAVED report of the )SAVE command (see )SAVE 
command), permitting the user to save his” active 
workspace when the system would normally prevent the 
save. 

Response* 
None. 

19 



LIBRARY CONTROL COMMANDS 

There are two basic operations performed by the commands in 
this classo The gaye command causes a copy of an active workspace 
to be stored in the user’s library» and the drop command causes 
such a stored copy to be destroyed0 

The save command and the load command are symmetric, in the 
sense that a load command destroys an active workspace by replacing 
it with a copy of a stored workspace» while a save command destroys 
a stored workspace by replacing it with a copy of an active 
workspace„ 

When a workspace is stored» an exact copy of the active 
workspace is made« including the state indicator and intermediate 
results from partial execution of halted functionso These 
functions can be restarted without loss of continuity (see Part 3), 
which permits considerable flexibility in planning use of the 
systento For example» lengthy calculations do not have to be 
completed at one terminal session; student work can be conducted 
over a series of short work periods; and mathematical 
experimentation or the exploration of system models can be done 
over long periods of time, at the investigator’s convenience,, 

A library number uniquely identifies each stored workspace in 
the système An active workspace is also identified by a library 
number» and as copies of stored workspaces are activated» or copies 
of the active workspace are stored» the identification of the 
active workspace may change according to the following rules? 

lo A workspace activated from a library assuMies the 
identification of its source,, 

2o When a copy of the active workspace is stored» the active 
workspace the identification of the subject library» 

3o A clear workspace activated by a )CLEAR command» a sign-on, 
or a system failure will not match the identification of any 
stored workspace. 

The identification of active workspaces is used as a safeguard 
against inadvertent replacement of a stored workspace by an 
unrelated one. The )SAVE command compares the identification of 
the active workspace with that of the user's library to determine 
if the save operation will be performed. 

20 



Summary 
Each stored workspace has implicitly associated with it the 

account number signed on at the terminal from which the save 
command was entered# and may not be either replaced or erased# 
except from a terminal signed on with the same account number. 
Thus# one user Is prevented from affecting the state of another 
user's private library. The user may# of course# activate a copy 
of any workspace stored in the system# if he knows the library 
number (and password# if required). 

A user of APLMSOO is assigned library space for# at most# one 
workspace in his private library. A user's asçQun£ Qumbgr is also 
the number of his private library. 

B£l§I0R£ A COPY QE IHE AQIJ.VÊ WQßK§£A££: )SAVE 
Enter )SAVE optionally followed by a colon and a password. 

Effect: 
1. A copy of the active workspace will replace the 
user's stored workspace. 

2. The password# if used# will become a new lock on the 
workspace. Once pplied# a lock stays in effect until 
explicitly changed by a )SAVE command that contains a 
colon. An existing lock is removed if no password 
follows the colon. 

Rggßonse: 
SAVED, followed by the date and the time of day. 

Iisyble rgßorts: 
PACK ERROR 
Sgg )LOAD 

ROT SAVED 
The active workspace can be stored only if the wsid of 
the active workspace agrees with the wsid of the stored 
workspace# or the stored workspace has been dropped. 

EßA££ A STORED WORKSPACE: )DROP 
Enter ~)DROP 

Effeet: 
The stored workspace will be expunged. Since a key is 
not used# a locked workspace whose key has been lost can 
always be removed from the system. This command has no 
effect on the active workspace. 

Bgsßonse: 
DROPPED, followed by the date and the time of day. 

21 
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)PORTS MST UAttSS m EQBZS QE ÔLL ÔCÏIYE USERS : 
Enter )PORTS 

&£fec£* None. 

SfifiBQQat: 
The ports and names of all active users will be listed. 
This information may then be used >to determine if a 
particular user is signed on, or to ascertain his port 
number in order to direct a message to him (see )MSGN 
command). 

LIST NAMES QE ENA6L&Q E1LES: )FILES 
Enter ) FILES 

E£fefi£: None. 

SeapQQse: 
The names of files which have been enabled for this user 
will be listed. The names of public files will not appear 
unless they have also been enabled for this user. 
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COMMUNICATION COMMANDS 

There are two commands in this class 
any connected terminalr and one command 
recording terminal (operator's terminal). 

One command addresses 
addresses only the system 

4- .n®“*9®8 can be received by a terminal only when its keyboard 
is locked. Incoming messages from the system recording terminal 
are prefixed by OPRia The 
maximum of 114 characters, 
width settings of either 

length of a message is restricted to a 
However, messages are not subject to 

!ïrSh^iSeïï *Vappear8“!!???. 
are physically limited to a display of 34 characters. 

AfiBSBSg. IEXT TQ B65.IGNATED TERMINAL; 
Enter )MSGN followed by a space, 
the desired text. 

)MSGN 
a port number. a space, and 

KWÍÍÍ be disPlaYed at the receiving terminal, 
prefixed by the port number of the sending terminal. 

SENT 

ZC&UbU Reports; 
ST ITION SIGNED OFF 
The message was lost because the designated terminal was 
signed off. 

aeCBE&S mi IQ m SYSTEM becording terminal; )oprn 
Enter )OPRN followed by a space and the'desired text. 

£££ftc£t 
The text will be displayed at the system recording 
terminai, prefixed by the port number of the sending 
terminal. If the recording terminal does not exist or is 
not operational, the message will be lost. 

BespQ&ae: 
SENT 

SYSTEM START UP COMMANDS 

executed6hvre<-hW° J?iranfnd? ^ this ¡class. These commands ¡nust be 
executed by the first Signed-on user in order to activate"the 

execítedPLàii00<-HySteino üntil íiíSê *nd commands have been 
hï 11 0th?f, abatem commands, including attempted sign-ons 
by other users, will yield the report; TIME AND DATE NOT SET. 

24 



After the time and date commands have been entered, they will 
become unavailable for normal execution (privileged). These 
commands are usually entered by the system operator when the system 
Is initially started for the day. 

SEI IdE I1ME QE DÔÏ: )TIME 
Enter )TIME followed by a space/ the number of hours past 
midnight/ a space, the number of minutes past the hour, a 
space, and the number of seconds past the minute. 

Effect: 
The time of day will be set and the user's sign on time 
will be reset. After execution, this command will become 
privileged. 

BeäQQQäe: None. 

SEI IdE QÔIE: )DATE 
Enter )DATE followed by a space, the number of the month, a 
space, the day of the month, a space, and the last two digits 
of the year. 

Effect: 
The date will be set. After execution, this command will 
become privileged. 

BeäQQQ&e: None. 

4 
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PART 3 
i 

' THE LANGUAGE 1 I 

The ^P£\isoo System executes system commands and 

îî pî?tnî’ îî 'r*?i,at V™1'’8'' The camands in Part 2; the mathematical statements will be treated 

mathematical 
were treated 
here. 

Acceptable, 
(e.g., + - * ♦) 
fyOS£ion§, which 
terminal. 

statements 
which are 

may employ either ßrimltiyg fuQÇ£|Sn$ 
. provided by the system, or dfifTngd 

the user provides by entering definitions at the 

roci.i Í%îüStem coniniands are not used, the worst that can possibly 
error^report eri?n?°us ï?* the keyboard is the printing of an 
£1121 reßort. It Is, therefore, advantageous to experiment freelv 
h2hJ? USe Jhe system ltse,f for settling any doubts about its 
behavior. For example, to find what happens In an Ittëmoted 
division by zero, simply enter the expression 4*0. 

lnterIour«awllh ♦lí™'"8! SeS5,on ln AePe"<il* A shows actual 
? r! rr't K h T*?™ aníL,nay be used as a model In gaining 

tacility with the terminal. The examples generally follow the 
text and may well be studied concurrently. 

FUNDAMENTALS 

Statements 

tre3ffíate7rtS^re 0f ma,n types' the ÖliDSb (denoted by + and 
coerm,aJ2 S?Ct 0n on Defined Functions), and the 
SB§£lficiiigo. A typical specification statement is of the form: 

A>3x4 

This statement assigns the variable X the value resulting from the 
expression to the right of the sßgcifIçatIon grrovT Í? ? 

ÄJed.na?or Limpiar are °m,tted' the “r5sült,n¡ value 

3x4 

12 

Results displayed by the system begin at the left mareln 

soaces5 TherieSKfr°!3 the keyboard are automatically indented 2 spaces. The keyboard arrangement is shown in Part 1. 

Scalar and yggtor constants 
All numbers entered via the keyboard or displayed by the 

dprlm«iare »? decimal, either in conventional form (including a 
or in exponential form. The 

f£???w?d í?r? of an Integer or decimal fraction 
followed Immed ately by the symbol E followed Immediately by an 
¿ £e; The Integer following the E specifies the power of ten 

Âíe*tP?;*irCe<"n* tha £ ,S t0 be multlp'ied- 1.44ff2 
by 
I s 
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Negative numbers are represented by ia negative sign 
Immediately 'preceding the number/ e.g., “ 1.4**' and -I44ff“2 are 
equivalent negative numbers. The negative sign çan be used only as 
part of a constant and is distinguished from thp DggaliQD function 
which is denoted/ as usual/ by the subtraction symbol -. 

A constant vector Is entered by typing the constant components 
in order, separated by one or more spaces. A character constant Is 
entered by typing the character between quotation marks. A 
sequence of characters/ entered in quotes/ represents a vector 
whose successive components are the characters themselves. Such a 
vector Is displayed by the system as the sequence of characters/ 
with no enclosing quotes and with no separation of the successive 
elements. The quote character Itself must be typed in as a pair of 
quotes. Thus/ the contraction of CANNOT is entered as ,CAN,,Ti and 
Is displayed as CAN'T 

Mames §nd Spaces 
As noted in Part 2, the name of a variable or defined function 

may be any letter. A letter may be any of the characters A to Z, 
or any one of the characters underscored/ e.g./ ¿ or g. The 
underscored letters may be formed by overstriking or by using the 
ALT CODE and letter keys simultaneously. 

Spaces are not required between primitive functions and 
constants or variables/ or between a succession of primitive 
functions/- but they may be used If desired. Spaces are needed to 
separate names of adjacent defined functions/ constants/ and 
variables. For example/ the expression 2+3 may be entered with no 
spaces, but If F Is a defined function/ then the expression 2 F 3 
must be entered with the indicated spaces. The exact number of 
spaces used In succession Is of no Importance and extra spaces may 
be used freely. 

QxfirstnikiQg sod £r§suis 
Backspacing alone serves only to position the cursor and does 

not cause erasure or deletion of characters. • It can be used: 

1. to Insert missing characters (such as parentheses) if 
space has previously been left for them/ 

2. to form compound characters by overstriklng (e.g./ $ 
and ! ), 

3. to position the cursor for erasure which is effected by 
striking the INDEX key (erases the character at the position 
of the cursor and all characters to the right), and 

4. In conjunction with the ALT CODE key to erase characters 
on the CRT QQly. 

End of SiaifiQjgQt 
The end of a statement is Indicated by striking the RETURN 

key. The typed entry Is Interpreted ggacily as It appears/ 
regardless of the time sequence In which characters were typed. 



(Index at a&aatlaa 
In a compound expression such as 3x4+6*2, the functions are 

executed (evaluated) from rightmost to leftmost, regardless of the 
particular functions appearing In the expression, (The foregoing 
expression evaluates to 21.) When parentheses are used, as In the 
expression W-*-{z\(})*XxY-Zt the same rule applies, but, as usual, an 
enclosed expression must be completely evaluated before Its results 
can be used. Thus, the foregoing expression Is equivalent to 
V<-((3r«)*U*U-Z))). 

In general, the rule can be expressed as follows: every 
function takes as Its righthand argument the entire expression to 
Its right, up to the right parenthesis of the pair that encloses 

Error reports 
The~aîtêmpt to execute an invalid statement will cause one of 

the error reports given in Table 1 to be displayed. The error 
report will be followed by the offending statement with a caret 
displayed under the point in the statement where the error was 
detected. 

If an Invalid statement is encountered during execution of a 
defined function, the error report includes the function name and 
the line number of the invalid statement. The recommended 
procedure at this point is to enter )purge* amend the statement, 
and then try again. This matter is treated more fully in the 
section on Suspended Function Execution. 

üames of Erlmlti.ve functions 
The prTmTtTve functions of the language are summarized in 

Tables 2 and 8, and will be discussed individually in subsequent 
sections. The tables show one suggested name for each function. 
This Is not Intended to discourage the common mathematical practice 
of vocalizing a function in a variety of ways (for example, X*ï 
being expressed as “X divided by 7," or "x over T"), Thus, the 
expression pw yields the dimaas-iaa of the array w, but the terms 
alia or ihAae. may be preferred both for their brevity and for the 
fact they avoid potential confusion with the dimtaslttniLllLy or câQjç 
of the array. 

The Importance of such names and synonyms diminishes with 
familiarity. The usual tendency Is toward the use of the name of 
the symbol Itself (e.g., "rho" (p) for "size," and "iota" (1) for 
"index generator"), probably to avoid unwanted connotations of any 
of the chosen names. 

UQ1£: 
The symbol *-*■ Is used tnroughout the remainder of this 
manual to Indicate that the expression to its left is 
fiaulfcalaatL to the expression to Its right. This symbol 
Is not an API operator. It Is only used to clarify 
definitions of APL operatons. 
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TABLE 1 

ERROR REPORTS 

TW. 

CHARACTER 

DEPTH 

DOMAIN 

DEFH 

INDEX 

LENGTH 

RANK 

SYNTAX 

VALUE 

SUSPENSION 

WS FULL 

SYSTEM 

CaüSÄL CQBREçtive action 

Illegitimate overstrike0 

Excessive depth of function execution0 PURGE 
THE STATE INDICATOR,, 

Arguments not in the domain of the function« 

Misuse of V or □ symbols: 
1. Use of other than the function name 
alone in reopening a definition« 
2. Improper request for a line edit or 
display. 
3° The function is locked« 

Index value out of range« 

Shapes not conformable. 

Ranks not conformable or resultant rank is 
greater than 2« 

Invalid syntax; e.g«, two variables juxtaposed; 
function used without appropriate arguments as 
indicated by its header; unmatched parentheses 
or brackets« 

Use of name which has not been defined. ASSIGN 
A VALUE TO THE VARIABLE, OR DEFINE THE FUNCTION. 

Siting attempted while in suspension. 
PURGE THE STATE INDICATOR. 

Workspace is filled (perhaps by temporary values 
produced in evaluating a compound expression). 
PURGE THE STATE INDICATOR, ERASE NEEDLESS 
VARIABLES, OR REVISE ALGORITHM TO USE LESS 
SPACE. 

Fault in internal operation of ¿plusoo, or 
possible hardware failure. RELOAD OR CLEAR AND 
COPY SEND TYPED RECORD, INCLUDING ALL WORK 
LEADING TO THE ERROR, TO THE SYSTEM MANAGER. 
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r--, 

1 

i. i 

.O ' 
V-' 

Monadic form fß 

Definition 
or example 

*B o+s 
r 

-B ^ o-B 

*B ♦♦ (B>0)-(8<0) 

♦B ^ 1*B 

B 
3.141 

'3.14 

TB 
4 

'3 

LB 
3 

'4 

*B e*B 
e ♦♦ 2.71828... 

#B eeß 
e ♦♦ 2.71828... 

|“3.14 3.14 

IB -*■-*> BxJB-1 
JO 1 

?B Random choice 
from iB 

oB B*pl 
pl *►■*> 3.14159... 

~1 0 ~o 1 

Name 

Identity 

Negative 

Signum 

Reciprocal 

Celling 

Floor 

Exponential 

Natural 
logarithm 

Magn I tuu'e 

Factorial 

Roll 

PI times 

Not 

(-A)OB A AoB 
(1-6*2)*.5 

Arcs In B 
Arccos B 
Arctan B 

("l+B*2)*.5 
Arcslnh B 
Arccosh B 
Arctanh B 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

(1-B*2 )*.5 
Sine B 
Cosine B 
Tangent B 
(1+B*2 )*.5 
Sinh B 
Cosh B 
Tanh B 

Table of Dyadic 0 Functions 

Dyadic form >lfB 

Name 

Plus 

Minus 

Times 

Divide 

Maximum 

Minimum 

Power 

Logarithm 

Residue 

Binomial 
coefficient 

Deal 

Circular 

And 
Or 
Nand 
Nor 

Less 
Not greater 
Equal 
Not less 
Greater 
Not equal 

Definition 
or example 

2+3.2 5.2 

2-3.2 «-* "1.2 

2x3,2 «"*• 6.4 

2*3.2 «--*■ 0.625 

3 F 7 «-► 7 

3 L 7 «•-*■ 3 

2*3 -*-> 8 

AoB 
A9B 

Case 

Log B base A 
(•B)fA 

A IB 
A*0 
(4=0)aB20 
(i4 =0 )aB<0 

B-(U )xLfl* U 
B 
Domain error 

A'.B 
2!5 

( !B)*(!A)x!B-4 
10 3.'5 10 

A mixed function (§§g 
Table 8) 

£§e Table at lower left 

B AAB 
0 
0 
0 
1 

AvB 
0 
1 
1 
1 

A*B 
1 
1 
1 
0 

AvB 
1 
0 
0 
0 

Relations 
Result is l If the 
relation holdsf 0 
If It does not: 

3S7 «►-*« 1 
7*3 0 

Table 2: PRIMITIVE SCALAR FUNCTIONS 
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SCALAR FUNCTIONS ( 

or !siMd.0f * ScSïirltf£eHSCtl0nS 'S c'»”'''«1 « either 
Individual) ar.Sments Ind í*flned ^ «alar 
element-by-elemfnt, reduction slln***01 t0 arra!iS ,n f,ve 
product/ as described în the section An inner. pr<iduct^ and 
functions are Uscussed In a later secMon" "5 °n Arrays- 

ssãlaz 
( I.e./ 
ways : 
outer 
Mixed 

Each 
case of theCaÍoglcal>Cfúnctíon^and^nd" re3Î numbers orf as In the 
No functional distinction Is^mad^ híí °n SST? subset of them, 
"floating point" numbers and the Sser ¿ , f,?eda po,nt" and 
have no concern with such Question« .,«î t^e . Íerm*nal system need 
capacity of the machine with ?es¿«? eîÎh.ï'5 W°rk Stra,ns the 
All numbers are carried to a precision Æm°,r 

a "fuz°u 0Sr&f^-r,r°^p,12dd T"'?' and ln ^pansons, 
results that might otherwise be^'i^Kt^t 
arithmetic In a blnari m¡cílñ:. 

de f I nedTon ^characters * as SWe í I Tas ' on nímbers!’'ä,at'0na,5 * and => art 

Roadie and dyadic func|Ions 

same ma'nne^as‘îhe^mfMar arííhlMr fTal>I? 2 may be u«d the 
of the symbols employed mly deóíÍe e / and *• Moat 
takes one argument) or a díldlí hfun?r?nHidKíU!]ctlon (which 
arguments). For examole rv function (which takes two 
applied to the single ar¿uLnten?teSkthe monad,c function £§ll¡Dg 
function maximum appiled io ïhe ¿o Vr*** *1* denotes the d^d°c 
symbol alwayrdinotes a dyadic fÎnctlon8ïïentS fu?nd y* Any sucb 
take a left argument I? oí¡e Is píêsenj P0«!'»!*, I.e., It will 

functîënsthlë TaPë,'ent2'ë„dm?ë ^ork'ÔC^s„1° ««•> °f the 
by hand or on a terminal. Howeve^ JPm® e¡¡aJples °f each/ either 
an of the more advanced math-mlíiaT» * 1 ess«nt,al to grasp 
hyperbolic functions slnh cosí fíi f1 (such 
Treatments of these funríií« and tanh) ,n order to 
texts. eSe funct,ops are readily available In 

as the 
proceed, 
standarc 

r§sidue function ^î^ha^the^usual^ f?S?rife br,ef conwent. The 
number theory. For positive líÍ«ÍLdef n 4 00 of resldue used lr 
to the remainder obtëlëed b? Swid n^fTr'! this ls 1 «'«nt 
more generally as the smallest A' an? may be stated 
B-flxA, where if Is any Integer.eSt non-ne*at,ve "*"**»* of the set 

* J 
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This formulation covers the case of a zero left argument as shown 
in Table 2. The conventional definition Is extended In two further 
respects! 

1. The left argument a need not be positive; the value of the 
result depends only on the magnitude of A, 

2. The argument need not be Integral. For example. 1I2.6 Is 
0.6 and 1.518 Is 0.5. 

The function A'.B (pronounced A out of B) Is defined as 
This Is the number of combinations of b things 

taken 4 at a time. 

The symbols < s = * > and < denote the relations less than, 
Iê§s than or egua]., etc.. In the usual manner. However7 in 
expression of the form A<B Is treated not as an assertion, but as a 
function which yields a 1 If the proposition Is true, and 0 If It 
is false. For example: 

3S7 
1 

7S3 
0 

When applied to logical arguments (l.e., arguments whose 
values are limited to 0 ana 1), the six relations are equivalent to 
six of the logical functions of two arguments. For example, s Is 
equivalent to material iü)BÍiçat Ion, and * Is equivalent to 
êíciusiyfc-or. These six functions together with the and, or, nand, 
and nor shown In Table 2 exhaust the nontrivial logical functions 
of two logical arguments. 

Vectors 
Each of the monadic functions of Table 2 applies to a vector, 

element by element. Each of the dyadic functions applies element 
by element to a pair of vectors of equal dimension or to a scalar 
and a vector of any dimension, the scalar being used with each 
component of the vector. For example: 

123 4x4 321 
4 6 6 4 

2+1234 
3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4C2 
2 2 3 4 

index generator 
If # Is i non-negative integer, then \N denotes a vector of 

the first N integers. The dimension of the vector \N is therefore 
H; In particular, »i is a vector of length one which'hes the value 
1, and 10 Is a vector of dimension zero, also called an empty 
vector. The empty vector prints as a blank. For example: 
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3 4 
\ 4 

1 2 
\5 

1 2 3 4 .5 
\Q 

Empty vector prints as -a blank 
6m6 

5 4 3 2 10 
2m0 Scalar applies to all (l.e., 0) elements 

of »0/ resulting in an empty vector 
2* 16 

2 4 6 8 10 12 

The Index generator Is one of the class of mixed functions to 
be treated In detail later; It is included here because It Is 
useful In examples. 

DEFINED FUNCTIONS 

iDlC&dUCUfiD 
It would be impracticable and confusing to attempt to Include 

as primitives In a language all of the functions which might prove 
useful In diverse areas of application. On the other hand/ In any 
particular application there are many functions of general utility 
whose use should be made as convenient as possible. This need Is 
met by the ability to define and name new functions/ which can then 
be used with the convenience of primitives. 

This section Introduces the basic notions of function 
definition and illustrates the use of defined functions. Most of 
the detailed mechanics of function definition/ revision/ and 
display/ are deferred to the succeeding section. 

The sequence 

vfi 
[1] 5^4x3.14159x/?x/? 
[2] y«-Sxfft3 
C 3 ] V 

is called a fyDSiiSD defiQiÜSQ; the first V (pronounced dgi) marks 
the beginning of the definition and the second v marks the 
conclusion; the name following the first 7 (in this case S) is the 
nqme of the function defined/ the numbers In brackets are liatement 
OüOJkfirS/ and the accompanying statements form the bsdy õf_~thê 
function definition. 

The act of defining a function neither executes nor checks for 
validity the statements In the body; what It does is make the 
function name thereafter equivalent to the body. For example: 
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Definition of the 
function g 

ft? 
[13 S+4X3.14159XÄX/? 
[23 y«-Sxfl*3 
[3] V 

R+2 
R 

2 
S 

VALUE ERROR 
S 
A 

£' ' 

s 
50.2654 

V 
33.5103 

Specification and display 
of the argument r 

S has not yet been 
assigned a value 

Execution of g 
A and y now have 
values assigned by the 
execution of g 

Branching 
Statements in a function are normally executed In the order 

Indicated by the statement numbers, and execution terminates at the 
end of the last statement In the sequence. This normal order can 
be modified by branches. Branches make possible the construction 
of Iterative prociduriiT 

The expression -*>4 denotes a branch to statement 4 and causes 
statement 4 of the function to be~ixicüted next.: In general, the 
arrow may be followed by any expression which, to be effective, 
must evaluate to an Integer. This value Is the number of the 
statement to be next executed. If the integer:<?1 les outside the 
range of statement numbers of the body of the function, the branch 
ends the execution of the function. 

If the value of the expression to the right of a branch arrow 
is a non-empty vector, the branch Is determined by Its first 
component. If the vector Is empty (l.e., of zero dimension) the 
branch does not take place, and the normal sequence Is followed. 

The following examples Illustrate various methods of branching 
used in three equivalent functions (4, b* andg) for determining 5 
as the sum of the firsts integers: 

vd • 
[13- S«-Q 
[23 I«-l 
[33 ^4xisiv Branch to 4x1 or to 4x0 (out) 
[41 S+S+I 
[53 I+I+l 
[63 +3 Unconditional branch to 3 
[73 V 

u+i 

à 
s 
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N+2 
A 
s 

3 
N+S 
A 
S 

15 
Vfi 

[1] S+0 
[2] J^l 
[3] 
[4] S+S+I 
t5] /♦Itl 
t63 >3 
[7] V 

N+5 
ã 
S 

15 
VC 

[ 1 3 5-hO 
[2J 1+0 
[3 3 5+5+1 
[43 I+I+l 
[5] +3xil<;tf 
[63 V 

Equivalent to 4 

Branch to 0 (out} or continue to next 
line since Omo Is an empty vector 

Unconditional branch to 3 

Equivalent to A 

Branch to 3 or fall through (and out) 

From the last two functions In the foregoing example. It 
should be clear that the expression xi occurring in a branch may 
often be read as "if". For example, -Oxiis/y may be read as "Branch 
to 3 If I is less than or equal to 5". 

Lecâl aod glcbal variables 
A variable Is normally global in the sense that Its name has 

the same significance regardless of what function or functions it 
may be used in.- However, the iteration counter I occurring in the 
foregoing function A Is of interèst only during execution of the 
function; it Is frequently convenient to make such a variable 
löcal 12 a fyOfiliQD In the sense that It has meaning only during 
the execution of the function and bears no relation to any object 
referred to by the same name at other times. Any number of 
variables can be made local to a function by appending each 
(preceded by a semicolon) to the function header. Compare the 
behavior of the function ß, which has a local variable I, with the 
behavior of the previously defined function Q In which I is global: 

VfiiJ ' 
[13 5+0 
[23 1+0 
[3 3 5+5+J ^ 
[4 3 I+I+l S* 
[53 +3x i Js/V 
[63 V 

or 



Execution of g Execution of £ 

1*20 i 
11*5 ï 
Ü 
s 

1*20 
N*5 
Q 
8 

15 15 
I I 

20 6 

Since I is local to the function g, execution of g has no 
effect on the global variable I referred to before and after the 
use of g. 

Eaßlicii argyofioi 
A function of the form 

vg X 
[1] S^4x3.14159xjrxAT 
[2] V 

defines g as a function with an explicit argument; whenever such a 
function Is used It must be provided with an argument. For 
example: 

& 2 
5 

50.2654 
6 1 
S 

12.5664 

Any explicit argument of a function Is automatically made 
local to the function; If E Is any expression, then the effect of 
£ E is to assign to the local variable X the value of the 
expression E and then to execute the body of the function g. 
Except for having a value assigned Initially, the argument variable 
is treated as any oiher local variable and. In particular, may be 
respecified within the function. 

resuli 
Each of the primitive functions produces a result and may 

therefore appear within compound expressions. For example, the 
expression *z produces an explicit result and may appear In a 
compound expression such as X+*Z. A function definition of the 
form 

vz+g X 
[1] Z^4x3.14159x^x^ 
[ 2 ] V 

defines g as a function with an explicit result; the variable Z Is 
local, and the value It assumes at the completion of execution of 
the body of the function Is the explicit result of the function. 
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For example: 

ö«-3xfi 1 
Q 

37.6991 
Ä+2 
(fi /?)x/?*9 

33.5103 

forms of defined functions 
Functions may be defined with 2,1, or o explicit arguments and 

either with or without an explicit result. The form of the header 
used to define each of these six types Is shown In Table 3. Each 
of the six forms permits the appending of semicolons and names to 
Introduce local variables. The names appearing In any one header 
must all be distinct; e.g., the header Z+F Z Is invalid. 

Number of 
Arguments 

Number c 
0 

>f Results 
1 

0 
1 
2 

IF 
vb y 
VX F Y 

VZ^F 
vz«-f y 
vz«-y F y 

Table 3: FORMS OF DEFINED 
FUNCTIONS 

It Is not necessary that the arguments or local variables be 
used within the body of a defined function. A function definition 
which does not assign a value to the result variable will cause a 
Yâlug ëlEQH report upon completion of execution. 

Uss ef dsfiQgd functions 
A defined function may be used In the same way as a primitive 

function. In particular/ It may be used within the definition of 
another function. For example, the function fi determines the 
hypotenuse of a right triangle of sides A and B by using the square 
root function fi: 

vz«-fl X 
[1] Z+X*.5V 

VL+A fl B 
[1] W (A*2)+B*r.V 

b 

5 a i2 
13 

A defined function must be used with the same number of 
arguments as appear in its header. 
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Becunäittfi íudcUqq d&fiQiÜQQ 
A function may be used In the body of Its own definition. In 

which case the function Is said to be defined. The 
names of all defined functions are global. * The following program £ 
shows a recursive definition of the factorial function. The heart 
of the definition is statement 2, which determines factorial N as 
the product of N and £ tf-l, except for the case when the result 
Is determined (by statement 4) as li 

VÄ+£ N 
[1] -+4X i^= 0 
[2] R+N*l N-l 
[3] -+0 
[4] Ä+-1V 

l£S£Ô CQQilQl 
A iiaefi Is an automatic display of Information generated by 

the execution of a function as It progresses. In a complete trace 
of a function P, the number of each statement executed Is displayed 
In brackets, preceded by the function name P and followed by the 
final value produced by the statement. The trace Is useful in 
analyzing the behavior of a defined function, particularly during 
Its design. 

The tracing of P Is controlled by the lises yecior for P, 
denoted by TAP. If one types 2’AP-+2 3 5 then statements 2, 3, and 
5 wi11 be traced in any subsequent execution of P. More generally, 
the value assigned to the trace vector may be any vector of 
Integers. Typing TAP+o will discontinue tracing of P. A complete 
trace of P Is set up by entering TAP+itf, where N Is the number of 
statements In P. Editing a function cancels the trace vector, if 
one exists. 

MECHANICS OF FUNCTION DEFINITION 

There are two modes of operation In the API system: gxesytlQQ 
mode and function dfifloitlfiD mode. In execution mode, every APL 
expression Is executed Immediately after entry. In definition 
mode, statements are collected to form the body of a defined 
function for later execution. 

Function definition Is opened by typing a V followed by a 
header. The system automatically displays successive statement 
numbers enclosed In brackets, and accepts successive entries as the 
statements forming the body of the definition. 

Definition mode Is closed when another v Is entered as the 
last character of a statement. At that time the system returns to 
execution mode. After function definition has been closed, there 
are convenient ways to re-open the definition so that the function 
may be revised or displayed. 



ßeylsisQ 
A function may be edited only during definition mode. 

Statements may be added/ inserted/ deleted/ and replaced. Any 
statement number (Including the one displayed by the system) can be 
overridden by typing [N]/ where N Is any positive number less than 
100/ with or without a decimal point and with at most two digits to 
the right of the decimal point. 

If any statement number Is repeated/ the statement following 
It supersedes the earlier specification of the statement. If any 
statement Is empty -- that Is/ the bracketed statement number was 
followed by a RETURN -- the statement is deleted. 

When function definition mode Is ended/ the statements are 
reordered according to their statement numbers and the statement 
numbers are replaced by the Integers 1/ 2, 3/ and so on. 

The particular statement on which the closing V appears is not 
significant/ since It marks only the end of the definition mode, 
not necessarily the last line of the function. Moreover, the 
closing V may be entered either alone or at the end of a statement. 

ßeQßening function définition 
If a function /? is already defined, the definition mode for 

that function can be re-established (edit mode) by entering Vfí 
alone; the rest of the function header must not be entered. The 
system responds by displaying [N+l], where N is the number of 
statements In /?. Function definition then proceeds In the normal 
manner. 

Function definition may also be established with editing or 
display requested on the same line. For example, 
Initiates editing by entering a new line 3 immediately. The system 
responds by displaying [4] and awaiting cpntinuation. The entire 
process may be accomplished on a single line. Thus, 
opens the definition of /?, enters a new line 3, and terminates the 
definition mode. 

Bisela* 
During function editing, statements which had previously 

defined the function are available for edit and display. 
Statements entered during the function definition or edit mode are 
not merged with the function until definition or editing is closed. 
This means that only the definition of the function at the last 
closing is available for display. 

As in simple revision, any statement number cah.be overridden 
by a request for display or display and edit. This can be 
accomplished by one of the four methods of display or display and 
edit: 

1. CD] Results in a full display of the defined function 
(including the header and the opening and closing v) which 
existed at the last closing. The system then awaits entry of 
additional statements. 



entreoí add??!^, from N <" -d awalfs 

statement S.isPlays st«oment N and awaits replacement of 

typewriter. I f^he Tn^tÄI Is' a^Cftí^ííe^'“ i5 a 
statement edit (se£ 3 above) will be effected! 3 r<!P 

dlspla^or’dlspfay'an^edT^ooeratÍònWedt bV 3 in wh,ch ““ ‘he 
after It is complete? ^ration returns to the execution mode 

IsiQfi editing QQ â tyfiÊwriier 

modified1^ the^illowii^meihanism!' Statement N can be Partially 

I* Type [NOM] where M is an integer. 

position™?11' N iS disp,ayed the carriage stops under 

the Apo?monsdlS!í 0iht,le / ™ay be typed under any of 

-Ä StS 

Flnallv ÍL h • dlElt K 15 Preceded by K added spaces 
the MÓ» carnage moves to two spaces beyond the e?5 of 11¾¾ entirely 

procedure?6 lí^smemên^fienld' ls.cha"Eed dPring the editing 

permits statement tS^^idí^íí 0? mo2?Í?c^?¿n. ThU 

Lscied funstions 

dÇl-tndoe|sSyüsbed In??ead’eofbv ? P^rs truck with a ~ and called 
function becomes locked A Inrkr^ fSG a.function definition, the 
displayed in anv wav ÊMAr»î 1ocked function cannot be revised or 

will pilot on?y the' fuñe??™ A.m3" e?r°r St°P KÍthín th(! fuPct¡on 
statement. * function name and statement number, not the 

exampíe?k?n I^exé?? i se1* i n^h i ch0^0?^3 fu?ct'on proprietary. For 
the behavior of a function with a vtHo?^ iS rcquircd to determine 
function prevents him f^n? dlspUy^'?^ ^fînfZn^ ^ 
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ßfilfiilfio Qf füD£iifiD5 âûd yariatlfis 
\r»n*o 'un^t*on ^ (whether locked or not) 
MAS* f (Sfifi P3., 2). ,t may alson°^ 

one of its statements. A variable 
)ERASE command. ,aD,e 

Is deleted by the command 
deleted by deleting every 

may be deleted only by the 

SQMiiaDds aaiarfid durlns íudciíqú dcfiDiiion 

be ex^c^:rbUrrïïdbrtereddur,ne 
However, system accepted as a statement In 
- .- commands may not be callan 
function and an error caned 
execution. 

tion will col 
the definítion. 

for execution from a 
report will result from an attempted 

SUSPENDED FUNCTION EXECUTION 

SuspsdsIqo 
The execution 

In two ways: by an 
case, the function 
resumed. In this 
Typing1 +K will cause execution of 
resumed, beginning with statement 
terminate execution of the function. 

Jrrnr I™ be st°PPed before completion 
6 °r‘ °r by an attent'°n signal. In any 
Itati Ihacî Ve ?nd ,ts execut <on can later be 
state the function is said to be SUSßeDd£d. 

the 
K. 

suspended function 
A branch out (->0) 

to be 
wi 1 ) 

The function 
Functions) yields 

126 
the 

(descri bed 
number of 

in the section on System Dependent 

Hence, the'express"ion'"^26 p^vides^fsafe16™"1 t0 be executed- 
resumption of execution. a safe way to cause normal 

N¿mesXofreÍocarva?í'ab'!'estinSíhée?,rCO'randS San be e«c^ed. 

or^modtned l^an^manner. h6"“6"' “"^'^"cannÓrbe'deleted 

d¡spïayed)Cdur?ng susp^st^e?“'<fUnCt'°nS may ba 

at anX^i°n may 06 resumed for the last suspended function 
arbitrary statement number N (by entering +N). 

Siâiê iDdiçâiQE 

dIsplIïPhas the foïîowingdfo?m:V 0f ^ 5íaIfi lDdicaiQC' a typical 

)SI 
Hill * 
GÍ21 
F[3] 
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The foregoing display Indicates that execution was halted 
during execution of statement 7 of function 11, that the current use 
of function H was Invoked In statement 2 of function G, and that 
the use of function G was In turn Invoked In statement 3 of F. The 
* appearing to the right of //[7] Indicates that the function H Is 

SUSEfiDdfid; The function G and F are said to be BSQdSDl. 

Further functions can be Invoked when In the suspended state. 
Thus If G were now invoked and a further suspension occurred In 
statement 5 of Q, Itself Invoked In statement 8 of <7/ a subsequent 
display of the state Indicator would appear as follows: 

)SI 
- ¢[5] * 

CCS] 
ff[7] * 
CC2] 
Ft 3] 

The entire sequence can be cleared by typing )PURGE. If this 
command were entered under the conditions of the foregoing example, 
the state indicator would be cleared: 

) PURGE 
)SI 

HOMONYMS 

Variable names 
The use of local variables Introduces the possibility of 

having more than one object In a workspace with the same name. 
Confusion Is avoided by the following rule: the local variables of 
the latest function being executed supersede other objects of the 
same name. 

EuQSLLqq Dâ(D&i 
All function names are global. If a function P has a local 

variable R, then P could not Invoke a function R since the name R 
would have local significance during execution of P. 

System commands concern global objects only (sß£ Part 2), 
regardless of the current environment. 

INPUT AND OUTPUT 

The following function determines the value of an amount A 
Invested at interest P[l] for a period of B[2] years: 

VZ+A £ B 
[1] Z+A *(l+.03.xZJ[i])*B[2]V 
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For example: 

1000 £ 5 4 
1215.51 

Ü 
ENTER CAPITAL AMOUNT IN DOLLARS 
D: 

1000 
ENTER INTEREST IN PERCENT 
D: 

5 
ENTER PERIOD IN TEARS 
0: 

4 
RESULT IS 1215.51 

and u'occurlnTîn^Î^ ^ °f ‘í6 ^vboard flOOO, 5, 

dafarVtóWhieh W0“’d.°"!y '•es‘J'‘C'nnStheeresponsedlSM/ltcn)0rh^a¡5 daía to be used within the function £. Facilities for ihTc 
provided In two ways, termed £y,lUâl£d 

The 
section. definition of the function £ is shown later in this 

I^alyâifid íqpüí 

a,Jr:? - 

Cl 3 Z-*-4x[]*2 
C2] 7 
F 

D: 
3 

36 
F 

0: 
3*2 

9 
F 

0: 
(lî4)*.5 

1 
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An Invalid entry In response to a request for quad Input 
results In an appropriate error report and a re-request for Input. 
j t0 execute system commands or to open function 
definit on will yield an error report since neither entry Is an 
expression which may be evaluated. An empty Input (l.e., RETURN 
a one or spaces and a RETURN) Is rejected and the system again 
displays □: and awaits Input. 

The symbols □: are displayed to alert the user to the type of 
Input expected. 

Starrier iDfiui 
The quote-quad symbol Q (l.e., a quad overstruck with a quote) 

accepts character Input: the system awaits input on the next line, 
at the left margin, and all data entered is accepted as characters. 
For example: 

CAN'T (Quote-quad Input, not indented) 
X 

CAN'T 

Nö£Q3ai outpui 
The quad symbol appearing immediately to the left of a 

specification arrow indicates that the value of the expression to 
the right of the arrow is to be displayed. Hence, □■«-jr ¡s 
equivalent to the statement X. The longer form OX is useful when 
employing multiple specification. For example, 0<-Q+X*2 assigns to 
Q the value X*2 and then displays the value of X*2. 

The page width (measured in characters) may be set to any 
value N in the range 20-120 by entering the command )WIDTH N. If 
the input device is a CRT, then the maximum width is 40. Line 
width may also be dynamically set by using the System Dependent 
Function dsiLUQQ. 

U£l£IQg£Q£QU£ QUlDUl 
A sequence of expressions separated by semi-colons will cause 

the values of the expressions to be displayed, with no intervening 
line advances or spaces except those Implicit in the display of the 
values. The expressions need not be enclosed In parentheses. 

The primary use of this form is for output in which some of 
the expressions yield numbers and some yield characters For 
example. If x«-'i4 and y«-io , then: 

'THE PRODUCT OF X AND X: ';X*Y;' = •;X; »x•; y 
THE PRODUCT OF X AND X : “l40 = ~14xl0 

A further example of n]i*£d QyiOUi is furnished by the 
definition of the function ß which introduced the present section: 
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vQiA il‘y 

riT 'ENTER CAPITAL AMOUNT IN DOLLARS' 
L2J i4-«-U 

[4] INTEREST IN PERCENT' 

[5] 'ENTER Pi'RIOD IN TEARS' 
[6] Ï+U 

[7] 'RESULT IS •;>lx(l + .01 xj)*y7 

RECTANGULAR ARRAYS 

lDÍ£Qduçt|oQ 

A single element of a rectangular arrav 
fPeci[ylnß.lts iodises/- the number of indice« 
the dimensionality or naQfc 0f tne array. Thus 
1/ a matrix (in which the first index select*' 

bV?Xnis!Suf rank 2' and a «alat îsînce ft oy Indices) is an array of rank 0. 

can be selected by 
required is called 
a YÊClQr is of rank 

a row and the second 
permits no selection 

the fl™* ofCafraytou^utthe ihl^on* t3"“ ind?x,nS of arrays, and 
ways in which thp hac?^* !he í°llow,nS section treats the five 

ancTthe «ífs^tC? -ray" 
mixed functions on arrays. t$ the defln,tlon ^ certain 

^SSÍors, dimension, catenation 

* ¡s a vector, then px denote 
if 3 5 7 il, then Px is 5, and i 
single character entered in quotes or 
scalar, not a vector of dimension 1; 
single number, which is also a scalar 

Its dimension. For example, 
Y+'ABC' , then pY is 3. a 

in response to a □ input is a 
this parallels the case ^f a 

£âÍÊüation chains two vectors 
vector; it is denoted by a comma. 

(or sçalars) 
For example: 

together to form a 

X+2 3 5 7 11 
X,X 

2357 ll 2357 ll 

elements In /and^yf^numer ‘be catfanffd"*-fh^ 
character vector. (However, sg£ Heterogeneous Output! 3 

Matrices/ diffleQsiQQ, reyei 
nf a 'P00?0'0 function p applied to an array A yields the 

For example. If A "“he ^^/“"Fonents are the dimensions of f. 

12 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 

of three rows and four columns, then pA Is the vector 3 4. 
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Since pA contains one component for eací* coordinate of A, The 
expression ppyl is the rank of A, Table 4 Illustrates the values of 

pA and ppA for arrays of rank 0 (scalars) thru rank 2. In 
particular/ the function p applied to a scalar yields an empty 
vector. 

Type of Arrõy pA ppA PPPA 

Scalar 
Vector 
Matrix 

N 
M N 

0 
1 
2 

1 
1 
1 

Table 4: DIMENSION AND 
RANK VECTORS 

The monadic function isvfil Is denoted by a comma; when applied 
to any array A, It produces a vector whose elements are the 
elements of A In row order. For example/ If A is the matrix 

2 4 6 8 
10 12 14 16 
18 20 22 24 * 

» 

and if V+,A then V Is a vector 
the Integers 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Is equivalent to A; if A Is 
dimension i. 

\ 

of dimension 12 whose elements are 
... 24. If A Isa vector/ then ,A 
a scalar/ then ,A Is a vector of 

Escape 
The dyadic function p reshapes Its right argument to the 

dimension specified by Its left argument. If M+DpV, then /•/ is an 
array of dimension D whose elements are the elements of V. For 
example/ 2 3pl 2 3 4 5 6 Is the matrix 

12 3 
4 5 6 

If N, the total number of elements required in the array DpV, 
Is equal to the dimension of the vector V, then the ravel of DpV is 
equal to V. If N Is less than pV, then only the first N elements 
of V are used; if N is greater than pV/ then the elements of V are 
repeated cyclically. For example/ 2 3pl 2 is the matrix 

1 2 1 
2 12 

and 3 3pl 0 0 0 is the Identity matrix 

10 0 
0 10 
0 0 1- 
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More generally, if k is any array, then £>pyj is equivalent to 
0p,4o For example, if k is the matrix 

12 3 
4 5 6 

then 3 5p/l is the matrix 

1 2 3 4 5 
6 12 3 4 
5 6 12 3 

The expressions Op* and 0 3px and 3 Op* and o op* are all 
valid; any one or more of the dimensions of an array may be zeroo 
The result is an empty array« 

US.e§. Qf fempty arpâ^s 
A vector of dimension zero contains no components and is called 

an empty vector« Three expressions which yield empty vectors are 
i0 and •* and p applied to any scalar« An empty vector prints a 
blank line« 

One important uae of the empty vector has already been 
illustrated: when one occurs as the argument of a branch, the 
effect is to continue the normal sequence« 

The following function for determining the representation of 
any positive integer // in a base b number system shows a typical 
use of the empty vector in initializing a vector z which is to be 
built up by successive catenations: 

VZ+fi £ B 
[1] Z«-iO 
C 2 ] Z«-(S|Af),Z 
[3] N+imB 
[4] -*-2xÄ>0V 

10 R 1776 
17 7 6 

, 8 £ 1776 
3 3 6 0 

Empty arrays of higher rank can be useful in analogous ways in 
conjunction with the saaU function described in the section on 
Mixed Functions« 

Indexing 
If * is a vector and I is a scalar, then *CJ] denotes the Ith 

element of *« For example, if X+2 3 5 7 il then *[2] is 3. 

If the index I is a vector, then *[I] is the vector obtained by 
selecting from * the elements indicated by successive components of 
I« For example, *[1 3 5] is 2 5 11 and *[5 4 3 2 1] is 11 7 5 3 2 
and *[i3] is 2 3 5« If the elements of I do not belong to the set 
of indices of X, then the expression *[I] yields an ipdex e,C£Q£ 
report« 
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In general, pV[J] Is equal to pi. In particular, if 7 Is a 
scalar, then *[1] Is a scalar, and If 7 Is a matrix, then *[7] Is a 
matrix. For example: 

A+'ABCDEFG' 
M+H 3p314214412414 
M 

3 14 
2 14 
4 12 
4 14 

Am 

CAD 
BAD 
DAB 
DAD 

If W Is a matrix, then M is indexed by a two-part list of the 
form I\J where 7 selects the row (or rows) and J selects the column 
(or columns). For example, if M is the matrix used in the example 
above, then A/[3;3] is the element 2 and Mil 3 4;1 3] is the matrix 

3 4 
4 2 
4 4 

In general, pM[7;«7] is equal to (p7),p«7. Hence, if 7 and J 
are both vectors, then M[7;«7] is a matrix; if both 7 and J are 
scalars, W[7;t7] is a scalar; if 7 is a vector and «/ is a scalar (or 
vice versa), M[7;«7] is a vector. The indices are not limited to 
vectors, but may be of higher rank. For example, if 7 is a 3 by 4 
matrix, and 7 is a scalar, then A/[7;«7] is of dimension 3 4, and 
/i[«7;7] is of dimension 3 4. 

The form W[7;] indicates that all columns are selected, and 
the form indicates that all rows are selected. For example, 
W[2;] is 2 1 4 and A/[ ;2 1] is 

1 3 
1 2 
1 4 
1 4 

Permutations are an Interesting use of indexing. A vector P 
whose elements are some permutation of its own indices is called a 
BSraiyiaUQQ Qf elder pP. For example, 3 l 4 2 is a permutation of 
order 4. If * is any vector of the same dimension as P, then A'tP] 
produces a permutation of X. Moreover, if pP is equal to (pAf)[i], 
then A/[P;J permutes the column vectors of M (l.e., interchanges the 
rows of M) and is called a fiölymQ ßsrmyiäÜQQ. Similarly, if Pp 
equals (ptf)[2], then M[ ;P] Is a iqu BfiDjjyJLaliSQ of M. 
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indexing on the left 
An arraÿ"âppüfIng to the left of a specification arrow may be 

Indexed/ In which case only the selected portions are affected by 
the specification. For example: 

*«-2 3 5 7 11 
À'[ 1 3 >6 8 
X 

6 3 8 7 11 

The normal restrictions on indexing apply; in particular, 
yanable which has not already been assigned a value cannot 
indexed, and an out-of-range index value cannot be used. 

a 
be 

index origin 
,n kloiisiQ indexing, *[i] is the leading element of the 

vector X and xipX] is the last element. In 0-ongin indexing, no] 
s the fading element and XI 1+pXl is ti.e last. Õ-origin îidexing 

is instituted by the command )ORIGIN 0. The command )OR GIN i 
restores 1-origin indexing. The index origin in effect applies to 
all coordinates of rectangular arrays. Index origin may be changed 
dynamically by the System Dependent Function domino. 

^ln.C!rtaln ?xeresfions such as +/[^]W, +\[J]W, and KtUlM (to 
be treated more ully in the two following sections), the value of 
J determines the coordinate of the array M along which the function 

s to be applied. Since \:he numbering of coordinates follows the 
Index origin, a change of index origin also affects the behavior of 
such expressions. 

nr6X orif^n aIso affects six other functions, the monadic 
and dyadic forms of ? and i, and i and ?. The expression \N yields 
a vector of the first n integers beginning with the index origin. 
Hence XCitf] selects the first N components of x in either origin! 
Moreover, ii isa one-element vector having the value o in 0-origin 
and i in 1-origin; io is an empty vector in either origin. 

The index . origin remains associated with a workspace; in 
particular, the index origin of an active workspace is not affected 
by a copy command. A clean workspace provided at sign-on or by the 
command )CLEAR is in l-origin. All definitions and examples in 
this text are expressed in l-origin. 

Array output 
Character arrays print with no spaces between components in 

otl;!r arr*vs P^nt with at least one space between 
components. If a vector or a row of a matrix requires mo e than 
one line, succeeding lines are indented. * 

A matrix prints, with all columns aligned and with a bl 
before the first row. A matrix of dimension //,i prints as 
column. 

ank 1ine 
a single 
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FJNCTIONS ON ARRAYS 

There are five ways in which the scalar functions of Table 2 
extend to arrays: element-by-element/ reduction, scan, inner 
product, and outer product. Reduction, scan, and outer product are 
defined on any arrays, but the other two extensions are defined 
only on arrays whose sizes satisfy a certain relationship called 
SQQfQIQläkilitY • For the element-by-element extension, 
conformabi1ity requires that the shapes of the arrays agree, unless 
one is a scalar or one-element array. The requirements for inner 
product are shown in Table 6. 

Scalar functions 
All of the scalar functions of TaHe 2 are extended to arrays 

element by element. Thus if M and l) are matrices of the same size, 
f Is a scalar function, and P+MfN, then PCI;«/] equals 
MU iJlfNLI ;<7], and If Q+fN, then QU ;«/] is equal to ftfCl;«/]. 

If M and N are not of the same size, then MfN Is undefined 
(and yields a Ignglh or rank error report) unless one or the other 
of M and N is a scalar or one-element array, in which case the 
single element is applied to each element of the other argument. 
In particular, a scalar versus an empty array produces an empty 
array. 

An expression or function definition which employs only scalar 
function and scalar constants extends to arrays like a scalar 
function. 

Egduçiion 
The synjrreducilQQ of a vector X Is denoted by +// and defined 

as the sum of all components of X. More generally, for any scalar 
dyadic function f, the expression f/x is equivalent to 
*[l]f/[2]f...fZ[pZ], where evaluation is from rightmost to leftmost 
as usual. A user defined function cannot be used in reduction. 

If / is a vector of dimension zero, then f/x yields the 
Identity element of the function f (listed in Table 5) if it 
exists; If / is a scalar or vector of dimension 1, then f/x yields 
the value of the single element of X. 

The result of reducing any vector or scalar Is a scalar. 
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Dyadic 
Function 

Times 
Plus 
Divide 
Minus 
Power 
Locarithm 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Res I due 
Circ]e 
Out of 
Or 
And 
Nor 
Nand 
Equal 
Not equal 
Greater 
Not less 
Less 
Not greater 

I dentity 
Element 

Left- 
Rißht 

L R 
L R 

R 
R 
R 

None 
r 
L 
I 
o 
i 
• 

V 

A 

V 

ft 

X 

> 

< 

1.7014.. .£38 
1.7014.. ,£38 

Appl y 
for 
logical 
arguments 
only 

L R 
L R 
L. 
None 
L 
L R 
L R 
None 
None 
L R 
L R 

R 
R 

L 
L 

Table 5: IDENTITY ELEMENTS OF 
PRIMITIVE SCALAR 
DYADIC FUNCTIONS 

For a matrix M, reduction can proceed along the first 
coordinate (denoted by f/[l]M) or along the second coordinate 
(f/[2]A/). The result in either case is a vector; in general, 
reduction applied to any non-scalar array A produces a result of 
rank one less than the rank of A (hence the term £e£juct ion ). The 
numbering of coordinates follows the index origin. 

Since +/Í11M scans over the row index of A/, it sums each 
CõJtKDQ vector of M, and +/[2]Ai sums each vector of M. For 
example, if M Is the matrix 

12 3 
4 5 6 

then +/[ 1 ]A/ is 5 7 9 and +/[2]A/ is 6 15. 

In reducing along the last coordinate of an array, the 
coordinate indicator may be el ided -- thus, +/A/ denotes summing 
over each of the rows of M and +/y denotes summing over the last 
(and only) coordinate of the vector V. 
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Scan 
uenerally, for any scalar dyadic function the expression 

f\X yields a result Q where PQ is equal to Px. 

If Q+f\x is an expression where £ is a vector, then ¢[1] is 
equivalent to f/XCil] where I is in the set xpX. For example, if V 
is the vector 1357# then +\y will yield the result 149 is. 

For a matrix M, scan can proceed along the first coordinate 
(denoted by f\[i]M) or along the second coordinate (f\[?]w or f\M). 
For example, if M is the matrix 

64 16 4. 
8 4 2 

then t\[i]A/ is the matrix 

64 16 4 
8 4 2 '* 

and i\M (or *\[2]M) is the matrix 

64 4 16 
8 2 4 

Inner product 
The familiar matrix product is denoted by C+A+.*B. I f >3 and 3 

are matrices, then c is a matrix such that £[7;«/] is equal to 
+ /4CI ; ]*B[;7]. A similar definition applies to 4f.g3 where f and g 
are any of the standard scalar dyadic functions. 

I f i4 is a vector and s is a matrix, then £ is a vector such 
that £[7] is equal to If 3 is a vector and 4 is a 
matrix, then £ is a vector such that £[j] is equal to +//î[I ; ]xs. 
If both a and B are vectors, then ¿+.xs is the scalar t/>ix3. 

The last dimension of the pre-multiplier a must equal the 
first dimension of the post-multiplier b, except that If either 
argument is a scalar. It Is extended in the usual way. For 
non-scalar arguments, the dimension of the result is equal to 
("Up/I),l + pfl. (see the function drop in the section on Mixed 
Functions.) In other words, the dimension of the result is equal 
to (p4),oS except for the two Inner dimensions (“itp/i and itp3), 
which must agree and which are eliminated by the reduction over 
them. Definitions for the various cases are shown In Table 6. 

Outer product 
The outer product of two arrays x and y with respect to a 

standard scalar dyadic function g Is denoted by yo.gy and yields an 
array of dimension (py),py, formed by applying g to every pair of 
components of x and y, providing the rank of the result is not 
greater than 2. See Table 7 for definitions of various cases. 

MÊÊáÊmâÊBÊm.:- t • 
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PA PB pAf.gB 
Conformab111ty 
requ1 rements 

DefIni11 on 
Z^/lf .gfl 

U 
U 

T U 
U 

T U 
T U 

V 

V 
V W 

V W 
V 
V U 

W 
T 
W 
T 
T V 

V-V 

U=V 
U=V 
U-V 

Z+f/AgB 
Z+f/AgB 
Z+f/AgB 
Z+ff AgB 

Z[I]^f//gfl[;/] 

Zin + f/,\gBl ;I3 
Z[I]^-f//l[/;]gß 

ZU]gß[ 

If X and y are vectors 
. For example: 

and Z+X°.gï, then Z[7;«7] ¡s equal to 

3 

. xy 

12 3 4 
2 4 6 8 
3 6 9 12 

Xo.ïï 

10 0 0 
110 0 
1110 

pA PB pAo.gB 
DefinitIon 

Z+A«.gB 

U 
U 

T U 

V 

V 
V W 

V 
U 
U V 
V W 
T U 

Z+AgB 
Z[I]^gfl[I] 
Z[IJ^CJ]g5 

Zll ;«/]-«-yl[ J]gs[«/] 
ZCJ iJl+AgBil xJ-\ 
ZU ',J~\<-A[I ;«7]g5 

Table 7: OUTER PRODUCTS FOR PRIMITIVE 
SCALAR DYADIC FUNCTION g 



MIXED FUNCTIONS 

lOJtC&dycJtiQO 
The scalar 

argument 
extended 
Table 8, 
yield a 
scalar 

- functions listed in Table 2 each take a scalar 
lor arguments) and yield a scalar result; each is also 

on eth2 t0 uarüa^- The “iÂfid functions of 
the other hand# may be defined on vector arguments to 

U -0La vector result, or may be defined on 
arguments to yield a vector result. In extending these 

?nflniíl?nS t0 aru?y! 0f hl«her rank, it may therefore be necessary 
to be aDDl?edr ^T^ C00rdinaJe an array the mixed function is 
indicates haí'rhof e??res?lon following a function symbol 
indicates that the function is applied to the Jth coordinate If 
the expression is elided, the function applies ?o the last 

thÔíP nuíVf we arfument array- These conventions agíte with 

ííuows íhe înde^orig?n!*etlUCti0n* The nun,bering of coordinates 

IiâQseõse 
The expression 6M yields 

coordinates interchanged. For a 
the following relations hold: 

the array 
scalar 5, 

A with the 
vector V, and 

last two 
matrix M, 

$S is equivalent to 5 
is equivalent to V 

W is equivalent to ordinary mat-ix transpose. 

ß£lä£s 

vd>Y Is,a scalar or one-elemont array and ^ is a 
nL yi0tati0n of X de,ined as Tol lows : W ALlt(pj)| For example, if x+2 3 5 7 n 
equal to 5 7 li 2 3, and 2<|>* is equal to 7 n 2 3 5 
indexing, the definition for m becomes XUPX)\K+xpX]. 

vector, then 
is equal to 

then 24»Ä is 
I n 0-origin 

rotation is^hp nor/ ‘5 2/ the coordinate J along which rotation is to be performed may be specified bv the form Mr 

"0raender;/íe dlïenSl°? °f " muSt ecloal the remaÎn?ng°d?mensîon^of 
:tCt0r along the Jth coordinate of ^ is rotated as 

3 4 andd^byish? ^responding element of K. For example, if pA1 is 
to KLHòxíl • / 2ifthre,i ^/USÍ be °f dlmenslon 3 and Z[I;] is equal 
¿m/ffn’3* A,f/ s ihen eK be 4, and Z[ ;I] is equal to 

foUowíng^are eLpîel^/rifatefthe The 
% 

M 

12 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 

0 12 3<J>[1]A/ 

1 6 11 4 
5 10 3 8 
9 2 7 12 

1 2 3<J.r2]W 

2 3 4 1 
7 8 5 6 

12 9 10 11 
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Bsyêisê 
If * Is a vector and R+fyX, then R is equal to X except that 

the elements appear in reverse order. Formally/ R is equal to 
X[l+(py)-ipX]. In 0-origln indexing/ the appropriate expression is 
Jf[”lt(pA)-;p£]. 

If A is any array# is a scalar or one-element array# and 
Ä+KiHd# then R is an array like A except that the order of the 
elements is reversed along the «/th coordinate. For example: 

12 3 
4 5 6 

4 
1 

¢[1 Jd 

5 6 
2 3 

3 
6 

4>[ 2 

2 
5 

1 
4 

The expression <M denotes reversal along the last coordinate 
of A. 

CflQ]E£ÊS!> 
The expression U/X denotes fieoißlfiSSion of * by £/. I f £/ i s a 

logical vector (comprising elements having only the values 0 or 1) 
and * Is a vector of the same dimension# then U/X produces a vector 
result of +/£/ elements chosen from those elements of X 
corresponding to non-zero elements of U. For example# if 
*+2 3 5 7 11 and. £/+1 Olio then U/X is 2 5 7 and (-£/)/* is 3 n. 

To be conformable# the dimensions of the arguments must agree, 
except that a scalar (or one-component array) left argument is 
extended to apply to all elements of the right argument. Hence l/X 
is equal to X and 0/* Is an empty vector. A scalar right argument 
is extended. The result in every case is a vector. 

If M is a matrix# then £//[l]M denotes compression along the 
first coordinate# that is # the compression operates on each column 
vector and therefore deletes certain rows. It is called column 
compression. Similarly# £//[2]W (or simply U/M) denote” row 
compression. The result in every case is a matrix. As ”in 
reduction# U/M denotes compression along the last coordinate. For 
example: 

M 

12 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 

1 0 1/[1]W 

12 3 4 
9 10 11 12 

1 1 0 1/[2]M 

12 4 
5 6 8 
9 10 12 

Mesh 
Mesh is denoted by U\X where £/ is a logical (in the set o i) 

scalar or vector# and where * is an arbitrary array. A scalar left 
argument is not extended# but is treated as a one-component vector. 
If * is not a matrix# then p£/\* is equal to p£/. If * is a matrix, 
U\IJ]X denotes mesh along the ^th coordinate (£/\* denotes mesh 
along the last coordinate)# and the «/th dimension of the result is 
pU; the other result dimension is the dimension of the non-meshed 
coordinate of X. 
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Let P be the number of qqês In U (P++/U) and let Q be the 
number of zeros In U Also, let K be the mgsb iden£iiy 
filfimgQi such that If the right argument X of U\X Is a numeric 
array, then X Is a 0 U«-o), and If ^ Is a literal array, then K Is 
a blank (K+' '). In particular. In the expression U\V let P be a 
vector partitioned Into two subvectors X and Z by the following 
rules. If: 

1. 0 = pv ï «--► PpK Z ++ QpK 

2. PipV ï ++ PpV Z ++ QpK 

3. P<py ï ++ PpV Z ++ QpP+V 

Then, each l In i/ selects from X (the first substring), and each 0 
ln U selects from Z (the second substring). For example: 

1011 0\i0 
ooooo 

Care 1: Y 0 0 0 Z 0 0 

1 0 1 1 0\2 3 
2 0 3 2 0 

Case 2:7++232 .Z++00 

10 11 0\ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Case 3:7++123 Z++45 
1 4 2 3 5 

1 0 1 1 0\1 2 3 4 Case 3:7++123 z ++ 4 4 
1 4 2 3 4 

If the right argument M Is a matrix, then the following 
equivalences hold: 

. (U\M)lI ; ] ++ (i/\[2]tf)[I;] ++ i/\M[I;] 

(i/\[l]A/)[ ;I] ++ i/\[l]W[;J] ++ U\Ml ;I] 

For example: 

M 0111 0\M 

CAD( ) (CAD) 
BATO (BAT) 
END() (END) 

All argument lengths are conformable for mesh. 

When P=Py, mesh Is the converse of compression: 

10110010 1/1 0110010 1 \ 15 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Erafis 
Prefix produces 

from the expression 
scalar or a vector. 
Prefix is defined as 

a logical array (elements are only 0 and l) 
SaX where S must be a scalar and X may be a 
A one-component vector Is treated as a scalar. 
SaX X'.zxS. For example: 

5a3 
1110 0 

Sax 5 

1 0 0 0 0 
110 0 0 
1110 0 
11110 
11 1 1 1 

Suffix 
Suffix Is fo*-mally defined as the reversal of prefix. The 

expression SuX is equivalent to QSaX. 

ßg£Qde 
The expression R±X denotes the value of the array X evaluated 

In a number system with radices i?[l] ,/?[2],... ,/?[pÄ]. For example. 
If Ä«-24 60 60 and *«-i 2 3 is a vector of elapsed time in hours, 
minutes, and seconds, then RiX has the value 3723, and is the 
corresponding elapsed time is seconds. In the same manner, 
10 10 10 lOil 776 Is equal to 1776, and 2 2 2il 0 1 is equal to 
5. Formally, RiX +/Xx<|>x\4>ii#,i, If * is a scalar, the result 
Is a scalar; otherwise, pRiX “i+pAT. 

The arguments R and X are conformable if pR Is equal to "l+pX; 
scalar arguments are extended in the usual way. If * is a scalar, 
then XiC is the value of the polynomial in X with coefficients C, 
arranged In order of decending powers of X. For example, the 
polynomial (^*3) + ( 3x^.*2 )-7 may be evaluated for a scalar X by the 
expression XU 3 0 “7. The arguments are not restricted to integer 
values. 

For a matrix right argument, (RiM)[I] fliA/Cl; ]; decode is 
not subscriptable. The following is an example of decode: 

I 
M+2 3pi 6 
M 

12 3 
4 5 6 

10 iM 
123 456 

The decode function Is commonly applied in work with 
fixed-base number systems and is often called the bâsg yalye 
function. 
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•Encode 
h**«. lhe SaEe-S functlon denotes the representation of X In the 
base-ff number system; encode Is the converse of decode. - 

2 2 2 2T5 Is 0 1 o 1 and 2 2 2T5 Is 1 
* s a negative number, then RtX Is the 

representation of U; for example, (8p2)r“5 is i 

example, 
0 1. If 

For 
0 l and 2 2T5 is 
base-fl complement 

1111011. 

The dimension of RtX Is (pX),pR, 
right argument is treated as a scalar, 
the result is a matrix and 
subscriptable. 

except that a one-component 
/D „xrv -.For a vector right argument 

Thû ,.. , (ÄTI'ICI;] ++ RtVU]; encode is not 
The following is an example of encode: 

10 10 10T123 456 “l 

12 3 
4 5 6 
9 9 9 

The encode function may also be called rgß£g§eDi££ion. 

index of 
If V is a vector and 5 is a 

position of the earliest occurrence 
any element of V, then J has the 
value depends, as does any result 
origin,.and is one greater than the 

If 5 is a vector, then J is , 
index in V of 5[I], For example: 

'ABCDEFGH'i'GAFFE' 
7 16 6 5 

scalar, then J+V\S yields the 
°f $ in V. If 5 does not equal 
value (tU+pP. Clearly, this 
of this function, on the index 
largest permissable index of V. 

vector such that «/[I] is the 

If * is a numerical 
the index of the (first) 
is the vector 8 3 5 13 2 7 

vector, then the expression X\[/x yields 
maximum element in X. For example, if X 

9, the \/X is 13 and X\\/x is 4. 

. LtIhe_, result ,n every case has the 
righthand argument of i. For example. If 
then Z[J;«7] is equal to ViSCl;«/]. 

same 
Z+V\S, 

dimensions as the 
and 5 is a matrix. 

takershiß 
The function XeY yields a logical 

as X. Any particular element of Xc.Y 
corresponding element of X belongs to X 
some element of Y. For example, (i7)e3 
and 'ABCDEFGH'COFFEE' equals 00101 

array of the same dimension 
has the value i if the 

, that is, if it occurs as 
5 is equal toooioioo 
10 0. 2 

If the vector U represents 
universe of discourse, then UcA 
and the membership function 
fihaiâfiifirisiic function. 

the universal -sot in some finite 
s the characteristic of the set A, 

Is therefore also called the 
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The size of the result of the function e Is determined by the * 
size of the left argument, whereas the size of the result of the 
dyadic function i Is determined by the size of the right argument. 
However, the left arguments of both frequently play the role of 
specifying the universe of discourse. 

läke and Qiqb 
If V Is a vector and 5 Is a scalar between 0 and pK, then StV 

iakes the first 6' components of V. For example. If v<-\7, then 3ty 
is 1 2 3 and Oty Is i0, and 8+y yields a domain error. 

If 5 Is chosen from the set -\py, then StP takes the last IS 
elements of V. For example, “atV' Is 5 6 7. 

If 17 Is a scalar, then SfN is valid only If s is an empty 
vector (i0). The result of (t0)tl7 Is N. 

If 4 is an array, then WtA is valid only if w has one element 
for each dimension of A/ and WCI] determines what is to be taken 
along the Ith coordinate of A. For example. If A+3 4pii2, then 
2 3ti4 is the matrix 

2 3 4 
6 7 8 

The function djCQB ( + ) is defined analogously, except that the 
indicated_number of elements are dropped rather than taken. For 
example, 1 UA Is the same matrix as the one displayed in the 
preceding paragraph. 

The rank of the result of the take and drop functions is the 
same as the rank of the right argument. 

Grâds us and down 
The function kV produces the permutation which would order V, 

that is is In ascending order. For example. If v is the 
vector 7 1 16 5 3 9, then k,V is the vector 2 5 4 1 6 3, since 2 is 
the index of the first in rank, 5 is the index of the second in 
rank, and so on. The symbol 4 is formed by overstriking | and a. 

If P is a permutation vector, then 4P Is the permutation 
inverse to P. If a vector D contains duplicate elements, then the 
ranking among any set of equal elements is determined by their 
positions in D. For example, 45 3 7 3 9 2 is the vector 
624135. 

The right argument of grade up or grade down is only valid if 
it Is a vector. ' 

The grade dewo function t Is the same as the function 4 except 
that the grading is determined in descending order. Because of the 
treatment of duplicate items, the expression A/(4y)=4»^y has the 
value l If and only if the elements of the vector y are all 
distinct. 
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Deal 
The function N?N produces# for a scalar N, a vector of 

dimension M obtained by making M random selections# without 
replacement# from the population \N; therefore# M must be In the 
set 0,\N. In particular# N?N yields a random permutation of order 
N, The left argument Is limited to a scalar or one-component 
array; the right argument may be a scalar or vector. 

If y Is a vector# then (5?7)[I;] «--*■ 5?7[I]. For example: 

5?5 6 7 

5 12 4 3 
6 2 5 1 4 
4 2 5 7 6 

CfiTODfiDlS 
The lamp symbol a# formed by overstriking n and °# signifies 

that what follows It Is a comment# for Illumination only and not to 
be executed. The lamp symbol may occur only as the first character 
In a statement# but may be used In defined functions. Comments may 
not be entered during evaluated (□) Input. 

MULTIPLE SPECIFICATION 

Specification («-) may (like any other function) occur 
repeatedly In a single statement. For example# the execution of 
the statement Z+X*A+3 will assign to A the value 3# then multiply 
this assigned value of A by * and assign the resulting value to Z. 

Multiple specification Is useful for Initializing variables. 
For example# J+Jf+l+Z+o assigns 0 to Z and l to both X and y. 

A branch may occur In a statement together with one or more 
specifications# provided that the branch Is the last operation to 
be executed (l.e.# the leftmost). For example# the statement 

1+1+1 first augments I# and then branches to statement S \f N 
exceeds the new value of I. 
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SYSTEM DEPENDENT FUNCTIONS 

There are three main types of Information about the state of 
the system which are of value to the user: 

1. General Information common to all users, such as the date, 
time of day, and the port numbers of all signed-on terminals. 

2. Information specific to the particular work session, such 
as the time of sign-on, the central computer time used, the 
total input wait time, and the input device type. 

3. Information specific to the active workspace, such as the 
amount of storage available, the condition of the state 
indicator, and the number of significant digits to be 
displayed during output. 

The functions libeaffl and Doming provide the user with the 
facility to examine system information and modify workspace or work 
session parameters. 

IzÊfiâffl 
The function iS fetches system information; the result is 

selected by the right argument, which must be a one-component 
array. The i is formed by overstriking t and i. Table 9 isa 
summary of the I-beam function. i9 and i27 yield vectors; all 
other results are scalar. Times are all in units of one-sixtieth 
of a second, the date is given as a six digit integer in which the 
successive digit pairs specify the month, day, and year, and the 
available storage is given in hyies. 

The byte is a unit of storage equal to eight binary digits. A 
variable requires four bytes of overhead, plus four bytes per 
element. A defined function requires seven bytes of overhead, one 
byte for each local variable, one byte for each line in the 
function, plus one byte for each character in the body of the 
function; the total is then raised to the next highest multiple of 
ten. 

In designing an algorithm for a particular purpose, it 
frequently happens that one may trade time for space; that is, an 
algorithm which requires little computer time may require more 
storage space for intermediate results, and an algorithm which 
requires little storage may be less efficient in terms cf time. 
Hence, the information provided by the functions i2l (central 
computer time used) and 122 (available storage for arrays and 
function execution) may be helpful in designing algorithms. 
Moreover, since the functions i2l and i22 can, like all of the 
I-beam functions, be used within a defined function, they can be 
used to make the execution depend upon the space available or the 
computer time used. 

Input wait time is defined as the total accumulated time since 
sign-on during which the keyboard has been unlocked. The 
associated function (il9) may be used in conjunction with I'J or G to 
determine the amount of time taken by a student in responding to a 
question. The following is an example of the use of H9: 
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V¡2iN;AiBiT 
[I] tf«-0 
C2] A+-U710 
[3] B<--1 + ?10 
[4] r-t-ng 
[5] /1;' X ' ; ß ; ' = ?* 
C6] ■>(□=/!xfl )/g 
[7] 'WRONG, TRY AGAIN.' 
[8] ->4 
[9] 'CORRECT'. TIME= ’ ; l . 5+( ( il 9 )-r) * 60 ; ' 
[10] -»•( 5>N+N + 1 )/2 
[II] 'EXERCISE COMPLETED.'V 

Ü 
4 X 2 = ? 
□ : 

8 
CORRECT'. TIME: 2 SECONDS. 
2 X 3 = ? 
□ : 

7 
WRONG, TRY AGAIN. 
2 X 3 = ? 
0: 

6 
CORRECT'. TIME: 1 SECONDS. 
8x9=? 
□ : 

72 
CORRECT'. TIME: 3 SECONDS. 
4 X 5 = ? 
□ : • 

20 
CORRECT'. TIME- 3 SECONDS. 
0 X ? = ? 
□ : 

0 
CORRECT'. TIME: 1 SECONDS. 
EXERCISE COMPLETED. 

SECONDS.' 

Domino 
The function allows 

work session parameters such 
return a result, and must 
operator in an API expression 
are summarized in Table 10. 

dynamic modification 
as output 1ine width, 
be the last executed 
. The arguments and 

of workspace and 
Domino does not 
( i. e. 1 ef trnos t ) 

actions of Domino 

Generally, the related I-beam and Domino functions differ by 
Hoi;!!! example, ill gives the input device type, and f;]i changes 
devices. Expressions which combine related I-beam and Domino 
functions are often used in defined functions to assign a new value 
to a workspace parameter while saving the old value. For example, 
the expression 06,20+0xö«-ii6 saves the curre’nt output line width 
^^ reíetS ,11 t0 20v Since 0lO is ignored (C no 
action results), the actions of Domino may be made conditional: the 
expression 0.111 switches the Input/output device to the CRT at 
that station if one exists. 
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I-BEAM RESULT 

13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 
19 
110 

Ill 

112 
113 
114 
115 

116 
117 

118 
119 
120 
121 
122 

123 
124 
125 
126 
127 

128 
129 

Requests light-pen input. Returns the screen row and column 
coordinates of the response» Returns "i ”l if input 
timed-out, or if the input device was a typewriter» 

Returns which devices are operational at this terminal. 
1 CRT 
2 Typewriter 
3 CRT and typewriter 
5 Film projector and CRT 
6 Film projector and typewriter 
7 Film projector, typewriter, and CRT 

Current sense switch setting on the IBM 1800 console 
(always 0 on the IBM 1130)0 

The current console data entry switch setting. 
The number of bytes available for function storage. The 

maximum is 5110, 
Port numbers 0 thru 31, 
The vector of port numbers of active terminals 
The user’s sign on number (account number) returned as an 

integer. 
The user's terminal input device type; 

0 CRT 
1 Typewriter 

The current index origin: 0 or 1 
The current random number seed. 
The next CRT row upon which outpu' will occurs 0 thru 14 
The current film frame number. If the film projector is 

not operational, then the result of ns is 
meaningless, Displayable frames are in the ránqe 1 
thru 1022, 
0000 Film is at reverse overrun indicator 
1023 Film is at forward overrun indicator (end), 

Current maximum output line-width setting. 
Time-out Indicators 

0 Last input did not time-out, 
1 Lcist input timed-out. 

Returns current time-out setting for C3 and 13 inputs. 
Cumulative input wait time (latency) in 60ths of a second. 
Current time of day in 60ths of a second from midnight,, 
Elapsed CPU time from sign-on in 60ths of a second. 
The number of bytes currently available in the data 

workspace. The maximum is 6400, Each array 
(temporary or defined) uses uxi+ (number of elements) 
bytes. 

The number of users currently signed on the system. 
User's sign on time in 60ths of a second. 
Today's date as an integer in the form MMDDYY, 
The current line number of the function being executed. 
The vector of the line numbers of pendent or suspeded 

functions from inner to outer. 
The number of pendent or suspended functions, 
The current significant digit setting for numeric output. 

Table 9: THE I-BEAM FUNCTION 
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DOMINO RESULT 

BO Erases the CRT screen and positions the cursor at the top 
of the screen» BO is ignored if the current input/output 
device is a typewriter. 

Bl Switches input/output control to the other terminal device 
if it has been configured and is operational; otherwise, 
Bl is ignored. 

B2.iV Sets the index origin (see ) ORI GIN command) to N where 
NeO 1. 

B3,tf Sets the random number seed to N where WeOt32767. 

m,N Sets the CRT row to N if the CRT is the current 
input/output device; otherwise, 04 is ignored. tf£0eii4. 

E5tiY Positions the film at frame N if the Film Projector has 
been configured and is operational; otherwise, B5 is 
ignored. If /V£ii022 position film and open shutter? if 
N=Q rewind the film to the reverse overrun indicator and 
leave the shutter closed. 

B6,/V Sets the current maximum output line-width (§Lee IDTR 
command) to N where tfei9+ii01. If the CRT is the’current 
input/output device then the width will be set to 4 0L/V. 

07 Stops execution for N 60ths of a second where /1^0^ 32767 . 

B8 Stops execution until a key is pressed. If the current 
input device is a typewriter, then Be is ignored. The 
pause time associated with Be is not counted in the ii9 
accumulation. 

B9 tN sets the maximum significant digits (see )DIGITS command) 
for numerical output to N where tfcie. 

010,/1/ Sets time-out for 0 and light pen inputs to N 60ths of a 
second, where /»/€0,1 32767. 

NOTES; 1. In each of the above, N must be a scalar or 
one element array. 

2. DOMINO must be the last executed operation 
(i.e., the leftmost) of an APL expression. 

Table 10; THE MONADIC DOMINO FUNCTION 
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THE PLOT FUNCTION 

The expression /10Z? results In a plot of the data contained In 
the vector right argument B. B Is composed of the vector of Y-axls 
data catentated to the vector of X-axis data. 

B X.Y and (pX) ♦-*> pY 

The plotted points are bounded by the vector left argument A. 
A (Düst be a 4-component vector defined as: 

¿[l] ■*"*■ The minimum X-data to be plotted. 
X[2] •*-*■ The maximum X-data to be plotted. 
i4[3] The minimum Y-data to be plotted. 
XC4] The maximum Y-data to be plotted. 

Points falling outside of the specified A values will not be 
plotted. The data is plotted on a 25 by 51 grid using <> to mark 
the points plotted. Axis markings are output to 3 significant 
digits and the X and Y scale factors are displayed at the bottom of 
the plot. Plots on a CRT or typewriter are Identical. After a 
plot on a CRT# no further execution occurs until a key has been 
pressed. This protects the plot from being inadvertently destroyed 
by subsequent output. The following is an example of a plot: 

Y+lOO 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Y-«-2806 1403 935 702 561 468 401 351 
100 800 350 281O0Y,Y 

2.81+ » 

2.19 + 

1.58 + 

0.96 + 

0.35 + 

+.+.+ - 

1.00 2.40 3.80 

M*10* 02 

-- +.+ -..-- + - 

5.20 6.60 8.00 
Y«-Yx 10* 03 

The scale factors multiplied by the values on each axis give 
the X-data and Y-data. In this example the X-data ranged from 
100 to 800 and Y-data ranged from 350 to 2810 approximately. 
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£ Is a useful function for plotting data. V tests X and ï for 
plot argument legal Ity, extends scalar arguments, computes the 
maxima and minima for the plot left argument, and plots X vs X. V 
Is defined as follows. Note line 6. 

yy Y. Xi&iZ 
Cl] -*’((2=(pp*),ppy),(o*(o\op*),o\opy),(i=(p,y),p,y)t(pty)*p>y)/ 

10 10 11 11 8 9 12 
[2] -( */£<-( L/AT ), 17* )/4 
[33 M+ .4 .6xA[+£=0 
[4] -(*/2-(L/y),r/y)/6 
[53 M+".5 .5xy+2=o 
[63 U.DB*,* 
[73 -0 
[83 -2,*-(py)p* 
[93 -2,y-(p*)py 
[103 -0,pG-*-'AMTrtiy ARGUMENTS ILLEGAL' 
[113 —0,p0-*LITERAL ARGUMENTS ILLEGAL' 
[123 'UNEQUAL LENGTH VECTORS ILLEGAL' 

V 

The plot example from the previous page can be obtained by 
executing: 

*♦100X18 

*-2806 1403 935 702 561 468 401 351 
ï Y X 
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4PLU500 FILE SYSTEM 

The AP£\1500 File System provides the following capabilities: 

!» The dynamic manipulation of larger data bases than can be 
contained In a workspace« 

2„ The retention of Input or computational results under 
program control. 

3. The Interaction of a group of users via the modification of 
a common data base,, 

% * ! 

This, student responses can be saved for subsequent analyses 
without recourse to a multitude of system commands*, the large 
volume of data associated with Information retrieval systems-can be 
conveniently manipulated; and, asynchronous hardware operations can 
be simulated. 

Elles. 
A file is a collection of itfenii which are arbitrary APL arrays. 

Items are identified by Ü&m numbêri which are positive integers 
less than 256. Files reside on auxiliary (disk) storage and are 
identified by 1 to 6 character file nàEêi« fife operation!-are 
used to store, retrieve, and erase fTTe Items, dítêrmTne”wRTcF“f11e 
items are defined, and request temporary exclusive use of a file. 
Up to 4608 bytes of Information may be stored In a file. The 
creation and assignment of files Is controlled by the aplmsoo 
System Operator. 

A user can have up to 8 private files which can be listed by 
the command )FILES (see Part 27« A”üsër can access any of his 
private files, as weTT as any public file; however, certain file 
operations may not be permitted wTírVpüEl 1c file. Private files 
may belong to any number of users. A file which Is accessible by 
more than 1 user Is called a shared file; all public files are 
shared files. “ 

Eile oßeratiani . 
All file operations are performed by the primitive function,* 

(upshlfted j)t which may be either monadic or dyadic according to 
the desired operation. File operations may, like any. other 
function, be embedded within APL expressions. The only exceptions 
are the gjri¿e, fcfild and release operations which do not return a 
result, and, therefore, must be the last executed functions In an 
APL expression. 

The following Is a list of valid file operations: 
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1» ä&L&Cl the file to be used for subsequent file operations- 

¿0 AiCAtUia which Items are defined in a file, 

3- Raid an Item from a file, 

4. CceAte. or Ra&].a££ an item in a flle, 

5. Et4S.fi. an Item from a file, 

6. Raid a file for temporary exclusive use, 

7» fielfiiii a previous hftlá on a file. 

These operations and their uses are explained in the followina 
section and summarized In Table 11, The explanation of possible 
error reports Is summarized In Table 12, Examples of the use of 
each operation may be found In Appendix A, Sample Terminal Session, 

Select 
"Before any 

the user must 
operation can be performed on the Items In a file, 

; Indicate which file Is to be used. If y is a 
character vector which represents a file name, then the expression 
•V the file specified by v for use with subs^cuent'file 
operations. The file name may be padded on the right with blanks 

character limit is not exceeded, The.select 
number of unused bytes remaining In the named 
can be selected at a time, but files may be 
required. Each file remains selected until 

performed. System commands have no 

providing that the 6 
operation returns the 
file. Only one file 
selected as often as 
another select operation Is 
effect upon file selection. 

If V Is an empty character vector (v+") then the operation *v 
cancels any previous file selection; a 0 is returned, 

NOTE; Since the select operation is the slowest of the file 
operations, care should be taken to select a file only when It 
Is necessary to do so, 

&H.fiEUia 
The operation »0 is used to find out which items are defined In 

a ''Iß« The result is the vector of defined item numbers in 
ascending order, 

&fi4d > • 
The EfiAd operation Is used to bring a copy of a file item Into 

the active workspace. The svntax Is •! where I Is the item number 
of a defined Item (i.e. The result Is a replica of Item I, 
which may be used within more complex API expressions. The read 
operation Is analogous to using the name of a defined variable, 

®x*mPle» an attempt to read a non-existent item yields a 
VALUE ERFOR report. 
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and 
The tcftiU operation Is used to add an item to a file. The 

nanLate. operation Is used to modify -an existing file Item. The 
syntax of both is I»A where I Is an Item number and a Is an 
arbitrary API array. If Item I Is defined (ie*o) the operation is 
a replace; If Item I Is undefined (-icoo) then the operation Is a 
create. Subsequent to this operation. Item 1 will be defined as a 
copy of the array A. 

Create and replace are analogous to specifying the value of a 
variable. In particular. If either operation Is the last executed 
function in an API expression, no value Is returned or displayed. 
If, however, a create or replace operation Is embedded within a 
more complex API expression, then the right argument is returned as 
the result. Thus, the statement i*2»A would specify both item 1 
and Item 2 as 4, but would not display any result. 

trase 
Tf i is an Item number, then the expression »-j will erase Item 

I from the selected file. If item 1 was not defined before the 
operation, no special response is made. Since the erase operation 
does not return a result. It must be the left-most (last executed) 
function in an APL statement. 

doll âQd Release 
Applications using shared files may occasionally require 

temporary exclusive access to a file. This facility Is provided by 
the hol_d and release, operations. The syntax of both Is where 
H+i for hold and #«-0 for release. Since neither operation returns 
a result, hold and release must be the last executed functions in 
an APL statement. 

The file hold operation posts a request to have temporary 
exclusive use of the currently selected file. If this file Is 
already held by another user, the execution of this user's program 
will be suspended until the file Is released. A suspended hold 
operation may be Interrupted by an attention signal. In which case 
the hold request is revoked. The file hold and release operations 
do not affect the execution of any other file operations. 

For example, the following function appends the user's account 
number, the time, the date, and a Input message as two items to the 
selected file. 

VMiAiI 
[l] ¿«-13 
[2] 
C 3 ] 
[4] 
[5] 

V 

0«1 

(I«-l + "l + 0,*0) *(110) ,(120) ,125 
</♦1 W 
0*0 

Request Input 
Place a hold on the file 
Append number,time,date 
Append Input message 
Release the file 

Note that If more than one user were to execute the above 
function simultaneously, only one user at a time would be permitted 
to execute line 3 and line 4. The remaining users would be 
temporarily halted at line 2 until line 5 is executed. 
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TABLE 12 

INTERPRETATION OF ERROR REPORTS 

FOR FILE OPERATIONS 

FILE OPERATION DOMAIN LENGTH PACK RANK SYNTAX VALUE WS FULL 

SELECT 2 
ASCERTAIN 1 

READ 1,3 
CREATE/REPLACE 1,3,4 
ERASE 1,3 
HOLD/RELEASE 1,4 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

7 
8 
8 
8 
8 9 
8 9 

10 

11 
11 
11 
12 

DOMAIN ERROR 

1. A file for which this operation is permitted has not been selected. 
2. Invalid file name, or the required file does not exist. 
3. The item number is not a positive integer S255. 
4. The item number or operation indicator is not numeric. 

LENGTH ERROR 

5. The file name must be se characters, 

PACK ERROR 

6. The disk pack containing the selected file is not mounted and ready. 

RANK ERROR 
7. The file name is not a scalar or vector. 
8. The item number or operation indicator is not a scalar. 

SYNTAX ERROR 

9. An erase or hold/release operation is not the last executed function 
in a statement. 

VALUE ERROR 
10. The required item is not defined in the selected file. 

WS FULL ERROR 

11. The active WS can not contain the result of this operation. 
12. The selected file can not contain the given array. 
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SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION — APPENDIX A 

*«■3x4 Assigns value of expression to X 

X Value of X typed out 
12 

3x4 Entry automatically Indented 
12 Response not indented 

y-"5 Negative sign for constants 

y-x 
“17 

144E 2 
1.44 

Exponential form of constant 

P+l 234 Four-element vector 
Px? Function applied element by element 

• 1 4 9 16 

Pxy Scalar applies to all elements 
5 “10 "15 "20 

Q+'CATS' Character constant (4-element vector) 

Q 
CATS 

X+3 
y «-4 
UxY) + 4 

16 
*xyt4 Execution from right to left 

24 

X~Y 
SYNTAX ERROR 

X~Y 
A 

Entry of invalid expression 
Shows type of error committed 
Retypes invalid expression with 
caret where execution stopped 

1I2.6 Residue function 
0.6 

3*7 Less than or equal function 
1 

7S3 Greater than or equal function 

r~ 7A ——- 
■ T "•imliiiljti w 

0 



Multiplication function 123 4x4 321 
4 6 6 4 

2+1 234 
3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4f2 
2 2 3 4 

l 4 
12 3 4 

X 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

10 

6-i6 
5 4 3 2 1 0 

2x i 0 

2xi6 
2 4 6 8 10 12 

Cl] 5^4x3.14i59x^x/? 
[2] V+SxRi3 
[3] 7 

R+2 
S. 

• S 
50.2654 

V 
33.5103 

• Addition function 

Maximum function 

Index generator 

Empty vector prints as a blank line 

Scalar appl¡es to al 1 ( i .e. 0) 
elements of io, resulting in an 
empty vector 

f 

Function header 
Function body 

Close of definition 

Execution of function 

Display of values calculated in 
function 
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Locol variables established in header 
Vßil 

[13 S+o 
[2] I<-0 
Í3 3 5^5+1 
[4} JVJ+l 
[53 
[63 V Branch to line 3 (as long 

I*N is met) as condition 

AN-5 
Ü 
S 

15 
I 

VALUE ERROR 

Execution of function 

• vai lauie nas n< 
function is executed 

)ERASE £ 

VZ+S. X 
[13 Z"*-4x3.14159xjfxjf 
[23 y 

Erases definition 
Function header--explicit results 
one argument 

& 3 
113.097 

ô«-3x£ 1 
Q 

37.6991 
R+2 
(& R)x/?*3 

33.5103 

Use of defined function in expression 

[13 Z+l ' ^ ^acLorial function 
[23 I+o 
[33 JN-i+i 
[43 •♦■Ox \I>N 
[53 Z«-Zxj 
[63 •♦S 
[73 7 

£ 3 
6 

£ 5 
120 
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7A£:«-3 5 
X+Z 3 

£C3] 1 
£[5] i 
£[3] 2 
£[5] 2 
£[3] 3 
£[ 5 ] 6 
£[ 3 ] 4 

Sets trace on lines 3 and 5 
Execution of function 
Trace of function 

Terminates trace 

VG+M Q N Explicit functicn with two arguments 
Cl] G+N 
[23 M+M\N 
[3] •+^xM*0 
[4] [1]C^A/ Change line 1 
[2] Override line 2 with line 4 
[5] [iG] Display 1ine 1 
[l] G+N Old line 1 retained until close 
[1] V of definition 

VfiCD] Display function definition and 
VG+M 2 N stay in definition mode 

[13 G+M 
[23 M+M\N 
[33 *»-4xM*0 
[43 N+G 

V 
[53 -1 V Add line 5 
[63 7 Close definition 

36 2 44 Execution of function 
4 

?2 Add line between lines 4 and 5 
[63 [4.l3M,tf 
[4.23 V 

36 2 44 
8 36 
4 8 
4 
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vficmv 
VOW Q N 

[1] OW 
[23 
[3] 
[4] Ä+G 
[5] M.Ä 
[6] +1 

V 

Display of function 

[7] [53 
[63 V 

Deletes 1Ine 5 
Close definition 

VZ+fi » 
[13 Z+(Z.0)+0.Z 
[23 +I*i7ipzv 

fi -9 
K4CÜF ERROR 
fi[l3 Z+(Z.0)+0.Z 

A 

Z+l 
+1 

13 3 1 

An (erroneous) function for 
binomial coefficients 

Suspended function 

Assign value to Z 
Resume execution 
Binomial coefficients of order 5 

fi 4 
VALUE ERROR 
fi[l3 Z+(Z,0)+0,z 

A 

Same error (local variable Z 
does not retain its value) 

vfi[.13Z+1V 
SUSPENSION 

)SI 
fl[l3 * 

) PURGE 

Cannot edit function In definition 
mode 
Display state Indicator 

Clear state indicator 

)SI 

vfi[.i3Z+lv 
Vfi[G3v 

VZ+fi N 
[13 Z+i 
[23 Z+(Z,0)+0,z 
[33 +l*JVii>Z 

7 

Insert line 
Display revised text 

•* 

Branching error because of 
insertion 
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V2[3]-*2xtf;>pZV Change 1 ine 3 

VfiCüDv 
N 

Cl] z*-\ 
[2] Z>h(Z,0) + 0,Z 
[3] -*-2x^2pZ 

V 

R 4 
1 4 6 4 1 

VRiAiliY 
DEFN ERROR 

A function ß is already defined 

VI;A;J;y 
[1] 'ENTER CAPITAL AMOUNT IN DOLLARS' 
12] A+Ü 

[3] 'ENTER INTEREST IN PERCENT' 
C 4 3 J*-Q 
[5] 'ENTER PERIOD IN YEARS' 
C 6 ] Y*-Q 

[7] 'RESULT IS ';Ax(i+.01xJ)*Y7 

A conversational function 
to compute value of an 
amount A invested at interest 
B 7or a period of Y years. 

Request for input 
Heterogeneous output 

I 
ENTER CAPITAL AMOUNT IN DOLLARS 
□ : 

1000 
ENTER INTEREST IN PERCENT 
0: 

4.75 
ENTER PERIOD IN YEARS 
□ : 

10 
RESULT IS 1590.52 

Waits for input from 
keyboard 

X+-2 3 5 7 11 
XtX Catenation 

2357 11 2357 11 

A-*-3 4p 2x 112 Reshape 
A 

2 4 6 8 
10 12 14 16 
10 20 22 24 
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6 2pA Reshape of matrix A 

2 4 
6 8 

10 12 
14 16 
18 20 
22 24 

,A 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

3 3pl 0 0 0 

10 0 
0 10 
0 0 1 

Ravel of A 
18 20 22 24 

I dent Ity matrix 

A+'ABCDEFG' 
W-*-4 3p 3142144124 1 4 
M 

3 14 
2 14 
4 12 
4 14 

4[M] Indexing 

CAD 
BAD 
DAB 
DAD 

Mil 3 4 ; 1 3] 

3 4 
4 2 
4 4 

X+2 3 5 7 11 
*[1 3]«-6 8 Indexed variable on left of 
X specification arrow 

6 3 8 7 11 
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M 
i 
4 

2 
5 

3 
6 

+/CU/Í 
5 7 9 

+/[2]tf 
6 15 

Column reduction 

Row reduction 

+/M 
6 15 

Sum reduction 

AllM 

12 3 
5 7 9 

AÍ21M 

13 6 
4 9 15 

Column scan 

Row scan 

A*-2 3pl 5 7 3 4 2 
A 

15 7 
3 4 2 

i4+,*100 10 1 
157 342 

*<-13 
y^i4 

1 
2 
3 

2 
4 
6 

3 
6 
9 

[}+#♦-3 4pil2 

4 
8 

12 

4 
8 

9 10 11 12 

Inner Product (+.* is ordinary 
matrix product) 

Outer Product 
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Column rotation 

M 
12 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 

0 12 34>[1]W 

1 6 11 4 
5 10 3 8 
9 2 7 12 

1 2 34»[2]W 

2 3 4 1 
7 8 5 6 

12 9 10 11 

<j>Cl]A/ 

9 10 11 12 
5 6 7 8 
12 3 4 

4>[2]A/ 

4 3 2 1 
8 7 6 5 

12 11 10 9 

i o i/m# 

12 3 4 
9 10 11 12 

110 1/Í22M 

12 4 
5 6 8 
9 10 12 

1011 0\i0 
0 0 0 0 0 

1110110111 1\'442308446-' 
442-30-8446 

1 0 1 1 0\1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 4 2 3 5 
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Row rotation 

Column reversal 

Row reversal 

Column compression 

Row compression 

Mesh 

*4; •Han** : ; 



10110 l\i4 
1 0 2 3 0 4 

M<-3 Sp'CADOBATOENDO' 
M 

CAD( ) 
BATO 
ENDO 

01110/M 

(CAD) 
(BAT) 
(END) 

5ou5 

1 0 0 0 0 
110 0 0 
1 1 1 C 0 
11110 
11111 

M+2 3pi6 
M 

12 3 
4 5 6 

lOlM 
123 456 

10 10 10T123 456 ‘1 

1 2 3 
4 5 6 
9 9 9 

'ABCDEFGJ'COFFEE' 
3 9 6 6 5 5 

i4-*-3 4 pi;'2 

at If Inpi 

» 

Prefix 

Decode 

Encode 

Index of 
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A 
12 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 

2 ~2+¿ 

3 4 
7 8 

2 24J1 

9 10 

44^45 23 78 "45 71 55 
4 2 1 6 5 3 

¿[fa] 
"45 23 45 55 71 78 

5?5 6 7 

5 12 4 3 
6 2 5 1 4 
4 2 5 7 6 

) FILES 
FILE! 

o'FILEV 
4608 

OQ 

10o2 5pil0 

«0 
10 

°10 
1 2 3 4 5 
6 7 8 9 10 

Drop 

Upgrade 

Descending Sort 

Deal 

List files enabled for your workspace 

Open or select a file number 
Number of bytes left in file 

Ascertain list of defined items 
None defined 

Create item 10 with 2 by 5 matrix 
of the integers 1-10 

Ascertain list of defined items 

Read item 10 from the file 

10°3 3pi9 Replace item 10 with new matrix 
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% • 

°10 Read item 10 
12 3 
4 5 6 
7 8 9 

3°'THIS FILE ITEM IS BEING CREATED' 

3°'ITEM 3 IS NOW REPLACED' 

= 0 
3 10 

«“10 

«10 
VALUE ERROR 

«10 
A 

«0 
3 

2°2 4 6 8 

A+-°2 

A 

2 4 6 8 

Vfi F 
[1] -^xxpF+.oOxof 
[2] «ItF 
[3] -►2xxpF«-UF V 

Create item 3 with character vector 

Replace item 3 

Ascertain 

Erase item 10 

Read item 10 
No value since it was erased. 

Ascertain 

Create item 2 

Specify 4 as item 2 

Function to display all items 
in right argument 

fi 'filei' Execute function R 

2 4 6 8 
ITEM 3 IS NOW REPLACED 

PiTHIS ENDS THE EXAMPLES IN THE TERMINAL SESSION Comment 
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